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Second
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by Kevin Gillese
Although alderman Ed Leger is stridently calling for 

the establishment of a second newspaper in the city, 
prominent Edmonton businessman Dr. Charles A. Allard 
says a survey conducted by the Los Angeles Times 
shows little possibility of a second newspaper entering 
the city.
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7 «I .I IVi Dr. Allard, whose Allardo Enterprises owns, among 

other things, real estate, an airline, restaurants and the 
ITV station, says a survey he commissioned by the L.A. 
Times eight years ago shows there is ‘‘no way...a second

Ley makes the world go down...
u0niy when you have to pass it across the palms of the university’s cashier who did a brisk business 
way the last day fees could be paid without penalty. photo Grant Wurm

daily newspaper could make it in 
this city."

Leger, whose name has 
become prominent in the last few86,000 rip-off on campus
weeks because of unspecific 

stolen items out of its own funds —fine arts reports losing a $5,500 allegations of mis-spending and
ratherthan insuring them. videotape machine in April, 1976. theft within the city’s administra-

Vandalism is another expen- —SUB Theatre , is missing a tion, has argued Edmonton
sive crime on campus, Phillips $1,400 10" reel-to-reel tape needs a second daily paper and
said. “Many petty breakages recorder, taken between Nov. 
really add up in terms of dollars, ancj q6c 1975. 
manpower and frustration."

A report from the university’s 
physical plant to Phillips lists 68 
incidents of vandalism from Oct.
1 to Dec. 1,1976, totalling $4,425 
in damage.

reiterating Campus Security’s 
policy of witholding information.

"To the best of my 
knowledge,” Phillips agreed, 
"itemized lists are not made up. 
Each theft is reported separately 
in detail, which makes compila
tion difficult.

“My own feeling is that there 
has not been much increase in 
theft over the last few years in 
terms of dollar value," Phillips 
said. "It sounds like a lot of 
money, but given the total value 
of the university's property, it’s 
not that much."

The university is "self- 
insured" for theft, Phillips 
remarked, meaning it replaces

y Theresa Wynnyk 
and Don Truckey

bver$86,000 worth of private 
i university property was 
rted stolen from campus in 
last 12 months.
îhe total, quoted from un
ity vp planning and develop- 
I, R.E. Phillips, includes 
593 of university property 
$33,874 of private property. 
Phillips said Monday the 
P total is a round figure 
piled from quarterly reports 
jceives from Campus Securi-

that the city might donate its 
$100,000 in annual advertising
dollars to help put such a 
newspaper on its feet.

“I read a report some time 
ago that clearly indicated the 
need for a second paper in 
Edmonton," Leger said in a 
telephone interview. “And it also 
showed that the market could 
support a second paper."

Leger would not provide 
details of the report.

But he said the reasons for 
establishing a second paper are 
"obvious.” He called the Edmon-

—someone lifted a $600 Omega 
Enlarger from biological 
sciences in May, 1975.

One of the strangest thefts 
unearthed was of a 16' X 20' piece 

An informal Gateway survey of carpet from SUB Theatre’s 
of university departments Blue Room. The carpet was

l someone
snatched a decorative piece.

revealed a long and varied list of newly installed and 
theft of university property:

McGeer backs inquiryCampus Security refused 
pent on theft on campus, 
ptor of Security, C.A. 
key, said Monday their 
b is not to release any 
hies on campus theft to 
6 media.
Phillips said the “no com- 
” policy is Breakey’s deci- 
“I suppose it’s one way of 

ping criticism—not turning 
tailed reports," Phillips said. 

One reason information is 
released, Breakey said, is 
ose it’s "not exact." He 
red to comment further,

However, McGeer qualifiedVICTORIA (CUP)—British 
Columbia's education minister his support, 
has voiced support for an inquiry 
into Canada's post-secondary would do the inquiry, and how," ton Journal a “powerful monopo- 
education system called for by he said. Iy>” where no second opinions
the National Union of Students BC could only gain “from the are given. “It’s generally a poor 
(NUS). inquiry because BC taxpayers newspaper."

Pat McGeer indicated sup- are subsidizing other areas," he

Vandals “We would have to know who

Over one thousand dollars 
damage to SUB windows within 
the last two weeks has caused the 
Students’ Union vp services, Jan 
Crude, to appeal for help in 
stopping vandalism.

Grude said three plate glass 
windows, valued at over $200 
each, were broken Saturday 
following the Dinwoodie socials. 
Grude added a window had also 
been broken on each of the two 
preceding Saturdays.

"Students should realize that 
they’re ultimately paying the shot 
for the damage anyway," Grude 
said. He asked all students to 
report incidents of vandalism. He 
also asked students to dis
courage rowdy friends, who 
might be drunk after socials, 
from engaging in vandalism.

Leger said the editorial 
port for the move at a meeting said. "The poorer provinces at aspect of the Journal “can cer- 
with representatives of the BC present receive more federal tainly be questioned for its 
student councils and the BC funds under the Fiscal fairness. It’s a bad thing where 
Student Federation (BCSF) ex- Arrangements Act than richer you only get one point of view 
ecutive Jan. 10. provinces such as BC."

That means there will be a Although McGeer was con- informed public 
mover and a seconder for an cerned with getting more money 
inquiry motion at the next for the province, didn't mention 
meeting of the Council of Educa- the need for discussing 
tion Ministers," said NUS BC educational policy, 
central committee representative
Ross Powell. Saskatchewan has Powell argued that education

and it can't a ,d to a well-

Leger saio he knows of 
people seriously interested in 
beginning a second Edmonton 
daily, but refused to name them.

aterloo
esident
moved

McGeer did agree when
Dr. Allard, who listed overly- 

already indicated support for the policy as well as financing had to high capital expenses as the main
be investigated. The inquiry is reason another daily would likely 

The federal government has necessary, Powell said after the not begin publication in the city, 
agreed to conduct the inquiry if meeting, because “governments said the Times survey showed 
the provinces take up the NUS are not working from any clear there might be a market for a

plan for education."

OTTAWA (CUP) - University 
Waterloo student federation 
'dent Shane Roberts has 
'forced from office for “inac- 
!°n his election platform" 
hs role in the closure of the 
Pus newspaper, after a 
edent-setting recall petition 
id by 2240 students was 
er>ted to him Dec. 15.
0ne of the petition co- 
lal°rs, arts student Mark 
'' said the closing of the 
a,,t newspaper, the Chevron 
on|y one of a whole series of 

is raised in the recall 
"■ Another he said 
erts’ “ever expanding federa- 
Pureaucracy."
°herts is the first Waterloo 

^nt president to be recalled. 
he petition contained the 

;sof 2240 students, 99 more 
!inenecessary 2141, which is 
Timber of votes Roberts 
[a ln h's February 1976 elec-

inquiry.

weekly Sunday magazine.request.

Vanek may win
A committee report recommending the reinstatement of Vanek had no comment on the recommendation when 

Dr. Anthony Vanek to the department of Slavic languages will contacted Monday. He stressed that the decision rests with the 
be presented to a closed meeting of the Board of Governors (B B of G and that any remarks he made might unfairly influence 
of G) Friday.

The recommendation, passed three-two by a tenure

cam-
was the board.

Acceptance of the recommendation does not guarantee 
appeal committee headed bv associate vp academic Dr. Jean Vanek the tenure he was denied in 1972. A provisional clause 
Lauber, would give Vanek a two-year probationary contract included by the committee stipulates Vanek must reach 
beginning July 1, 1977. agreeme nt or. teaching duties with Dr. T. Prestly, current

Lauber indicated Monday she could not comment on the chairiti tn of Slavic languages, 
committee hearings, saying only that 2Vz days in Decemberand 
31/z days last week were devoted to discussion with Vanek and Vanek’s tenure decision being referred immediately to 
Dr. G.H. Schaarschmidt, chairman of Slavic languages at the university president Dr. Harry Gunning and academic vp Dr. 
time of Vanek’s denial of tenure.

Failure to reach agreement with Priestly would result in

Myer Horowitz.
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-India Students’ Association
Invites all to

India’s Republic Day 
Celebrations

Place: SUB Theatre -1:30 p.m. 
Sunday, Jan. 23, 1977
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* Documentaries on India

* Bharathnatyam (Indian classical dance)
* Awards I
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*160th CELEBRATIO III * |i ▼ l

Buy one steak dinner for $2.99 Julian calendar new year celebrations.
Members of the Ukrainian Club extended greetings (including offerings of wheat strewn across the 

heads of students) to a Russian history class last week.$1.o°GET AN EXTRA 
DINNER FOR Twenty-five thousand oppose fee hike

MON. TUES. WED. JAN. 24, 25, 26 TORONTO (CUP)—About 
50 Ontario student leaders bear
ing petitions with 25,000 
signatures opposing a recent 
tuition hike were told by the 
provincial minister of colleges even five million signatures 
and universities he would not would not pressure his govern- 
change his mind about instituting ment into rescinding the $100-a-

the hike next vear. year hike for universities and 
a year-hike for commHarry Parrott told the stu

dent union representatives at a c°He9es effective in 1977-71 
Dec. 10 meeting he called, that

Includes baked potato, salad and choice of dressings, 
and crispy garlic bread. As a result the ^ 

leaders mandated the exec 
of their provincial organize 
the Ontario Federatior 
Students (OPS) to prodo 
province-wide strategy to 
the hike in the new year. Asp 
plenary will vote on the exec 
recommendations in the 
future.

Mr. Mikes, 8525-112th St. — Open Daily from 11:30 am.

Now... more than ever 
the RCMP offers

a rewarding career
According to OFS inlo 

tion officer Allan Golombek 
executive will propose a hal 
moratorium on classes se 
sometime in March.

Sitcoms seIf you’ve ever considered a career in law 
enforcement, now’s the time to talk to the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The 
opportunities have never been 
greater.

NEW YORK (ZNS/CUf 
After an abysmal fall televis 
season the American netwc 
are turning to rock groupsani 
Bermuda Triangle as situai 
comedy themes to bolster II 
ratings.
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mm fj■For instance, the RCMP is 

accepting applications from both 
men and women, married and single. 
And the salary scale has increased 
considerably. It starts at $12,750. per 
year ($245. weekly) with regular 
increases to $17,625. ($339. weekly) 
in the first four years.

If accepted as a member of the 
Force, you’ll receive intensive 
training in all aspects of police 
work such as law, investigation, 
first aid and community relations.
Then you’ll be posted to a 
detachment where there’s every 
chance to put your knowledge 
and talents to work; to earn 
promotion and, equally 
important, be proud of what 
you're doing for yourself and for 
Canada as a member of one of 
the finest police forces in the 
world.

n

Norman Lear, the prods 
of “Mary Hartman, Mary H 
man” has teamed up with d 
promoter Don Kirschenerto 
together a comedy called 1 
at the Top” featuring t 
musicians who sell their soul 
the devil in return for a yea 
fame.

m
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The new weekly Berra 

Triangle show, “Fanlai 
Journey”, will take place on 
island located in the middled 
triangle.
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Walker
named
exec.-sec.

mm•I. iiSfe sà faiHHi HI I
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So if you're a Canadian 

citizen 18 or over and 
in good physical 
condition, think 
about a career 
with the RCMP.

Call or write ' Æ 
your nearest ■
office or use the m
coupon. We'd MS
like to tell you
more. mm

George Walker has l 
named the new general execi 
secretary of the U of A' 
academic staff associa 
(NASA) and will begin his 
duties Mar. 1.

Walker, now with 
Saskatchewan public sei 
commission, is a graduated 
A and has studied labor law 
economics at Dalhousie
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\ Halifax.
He is 34, married, has 

children. Both Walker and 
wife are nativs of Edmonton
his father isa professoratUo
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Answers

THE COMMISSIONER, R.C.M. POLICE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1A 0R2

1. New England Whalers
2. b) 156
3. e) 974
4. a) Willie Burden, 15
5. d) 5
6. d) Red Holzman
7. Edmonton Eskimos, 611
8. d) Dave Mann, 102 yards
9. a-4, b-2, c-1, d-5, e-3 ,
10. Wilt Chamberlain, Bob w 
Oscar Robertson, Jerry Wesi

NAME

ADDRESS

The RCMP 
It could be for you

CITY

PROV. POSTAL CODE
Y-S.
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BUB SLUG IS THE NEW LOOK.
SO OFF ! CLEAN-OUT YOUR
DESK, HANt>- IN YOUR DISCO-WAY 

STAFF FEN ANC? PENCIL SET... VfcUfcE
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51AMÎeditorial h
u

wEd Leger thinks there should be a second daily 
newspaper in this town. So do a lot of people. So do I. It's a 
great idea— but that doesn’t mean another daily will ever start 
here. As Charles Allard put it, “If you talk to the businessmen 
they all say they'd like to see a second newspaper; but if you 
ask them if they’d advertise in the second paper, they’d all tell 
you they wouldn't or couldn’t."

Exactly.
Bucks make the world go round. And nobody with the 

bucks who is going to fork over the millions and millions of 
dollars needed to begin a second paper in Edmonton. A new 
press will cost you over $15 million. To get a foot into the 
advertising market takes five to 10 years, so you're looking at 
five or 10 years before you've established yourself enought to 
take on the big (or even the small) advertising money. So we’re 
stuck with a monopoly. That monopoly gives us a paper with a 
huge amount of ad copy, surrounded by a disproportionately 
low amount of news copy. It gives us a paper which last year 
made $6 million in profits. It gives us a newspaper which has 
made revenue-generating copy its highest priority, and 
investigative journalism a secondary one. And who’s the 
winner? The answer lies in the words of Lord Goodman, former 
chairman of the British Newspaper Publishers Association:

"Press freedom is the right of a newspaper, through its 
editor or whoever else may control it, to say whatever he likes, 
in whatever fashion he likes, subject to the elegal restraints.

“And as long as another newspaper exists to contradict 
him, and a thrid to qualify him, and a fourth to augment him, 
and a fifth to revile him, freedom of the pressas we understand 
it, survives....’’
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..Y'MEAN HE GAVE YOU THE BOOT. BUNS 
IS PAYIN' US BIG BUCKS TO BE 
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Filewod reviles ■ ■ ■
********** VJV vN ¥W W* wW Vf»

I was dismayed, upon
The 25th anniversary concert by the Edmonton Symphony reading the printed version of my

review of Stage West, to find that 
editorial interference had in 
several places distorted the ac
curacy and very meaning of my 
sentences.

To some extent, this comes

Gateway abide by the standaros 
of responsible journalism, and 
check with the writer before

cut overly-long articles with 
being able to rewrite paragra 
(to ensure stylistic continuity 
contact the author concern 
the changes. Filewod’s rema 
about cutting the senten

noting that Berman's open 
line drew laughter from 
audience did not seem so mi 
the removal of a punch line— 
rather of an obvious (not pro

nent or “salient”) point, 
original remarks about din 
theatre were phrased a 
biguously — “I think there 
some..." — which I saw non! 
to include, and used insteai 
conditional verb to qualify 
remark about Stage Wi 
(thereby accomplishing thesa 
purpose, but saving 25 words

Orchestra last weekend was an enthusiastic celebration of the 
efforts in this city which have resulted in the formation of a fine 
symphony orchestra, one we can justifiably be proud of. A 
small note of warning was introduced to the celebrations, 
however, when ESO president John Schlosserannouncedthat 
the ESO, the only Canadian orchestra to be invited to the as no surprise, as virtually all of 
Athens Festival, would be unable to travel to Greece this my submitted pieces to date have 
summer. The ESO couldn’t make the trip because they couldn’t suffered grammatical errors at 
solicit government funds. the hands of an editor. The

The federal government, it seems, would rather spend annoyance in this case lies in the
fact that I have found myself 
apologizing more than once for 
major errors that were not my

running a distorted piece under 
his name? I am not challenging 
the editor's right to clean up a 
piece prior to publication, but 
that right carries the responsibili
ty of ensuring that the integrity of 
a piece is maintained. An oc
casional error is excusable, but 
an average of five per review, 
exclusive of spelling mistakes 
and missing sentences, is 
beyond tolerance.

their money moving a 1,000-man airborne regiment to 
Petewawa, Ontario, than help support an international tour by 
our local symphony. And the provincial government decided to
increase their public relations staff, rather than perhaps help , W0U|d |ike therefore, to 
the ESO add to its limited string section, because it seems they C|arify two major points, 
suppose the Alberta public would rather listen to the Lougheed My remarks about Berman’s 
tune than to symphonic works. Of course, the situation is no delivery of the opening line of the 
surprise to Schlosser —he also happens to be chairman of our play were not as incoherent as 
Board of Governor’s finance committee and he knows he’ll be they seem in print. In my original 
receiving the unhappy news about operating grant fund copy, I described the line, the 
restrictions within the next month. It's a shame the provincial delivery, and most important, the 
and federal governments seem to regard the arts and Tto
education as their lowest priorities, along with social services. rem0„,, sai"em polnt about 

The result? Social services are cut back, the ESO must -the au(jience reaction, for in 
continue to charge such high prices it ensures catering to an doing so he rendered the whole 
elite audience, and Alberta universities begin to restrict section of the review pointless, 
enrolment on the basis of economic qualifications. Isn't it This is not unlike printing a joke 
wonderful to know we live in an egalitarian society, so well and omitting the punch line, 
removed from the repugnancy of monetary concerns or class 
structure?

Alan Filewod 
Grad Studiesown.

Arts Ed. Note: Because we are a 
newspaper and work within cer
tain time limits and with certain 
space restrictions, we must often

Thakur rebutts■ ■ ■

I would like to respond to a indeed, were it the case j 
letter in the Gateway, Jan. 6, by militancy causes racist read 
Mr. F.S. Singh. It istruethat I ama the historical anti-Orientalre 
member of the Edmonton and tion in Canada would neverhi 
District Cricket League and it is occured since Orientals hi 
true that the league was involved larqelv been intimidated h

in CanadSecondly, and more serious
ly, I did not say that Stage West is 
the only dinner theatre in 
Canada. I said that other than a 
few summer stock companies, I 

What have we done wrong? How have we so alienated know of no other dinner theatre 
young G.B. Shaws and Ernest Hemingways that they refuse to than Stage West. You will agree, I 
step forward and offer themselves as editorial candidates for hope, that the qualification is 
next year? Nominations for Gateway editor 1977-78 opened important, especially in light of 
two weeks ago — we have yet to hear a murmur of interest from the fact that 1 have been rebuked 
anyone out there. And so the nomination forms grow dirty and m these P*9e? for mdlscreet use 
dusty in the lower right-hand corner of the editor's desk in 0 ^he^wiMsubmitted was 
Room 282, SUB, while next year’s editor walks around in pr00f-read no less than five times 
complete listlessness, not quite ready to take the plunge, by myself and another, and I wish 
Careful, nominations close Feb. 4. You’d better move quickly if to have it made clear that I would 
you want to enjoy all the fun and games of late Monday and never rely on such sloppy gram- 
Wednesday press nights, and be able to skip your classes mar as your editor has imposed 
without feeling guilty.

in racist sport. My purpose in participating 
remaining in the League is to political life. The “foreigner 
fight its pro-racist policies. Mr. scapegoat has had a long hist1 
Singh may believe that it is better here. When the contradict# 
to leave the League; but nothing within capitalism become 
is achieved without struggle and I apparent and unemployme# 
have chosen to continue the rising, the immigrant — includ 
struggle within the League. foreign students — is 3

One could argue, using Mr. venient target for the capital# 

Singh's logic, that if you do not 
like capitalism, you can leave it.
Using this logic, the people of 
Cuba should have left their

**********

If the working classes can 
divided along racial lines, 
will not unite to overthrow'" 

country rather than carrying out common enemy; and it ® 
a revolution to change it. ensure that they remain di

The "foreign student that the capitalist class an 
problem," identified by Mr. Singh governments unleash a 
as arising from the visible militan- against "foreigners.' . 
cy of certain foreign students, Vi<rFREWIt
arises in fact, from other causes. VENCbn

on my review.
Is it too much to ask thatby Kevin Gillese
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insist Colinfyou

Gorilla attacks Gateway ex-ed
Brown’s,n reply to Lindsay 

Gateway, Jan. 13, 1977, 
eg note.

My article on the energy 
was not an "unsolicited 

? n”__ it was an article which 
Jr Gillese and I discussed in 
Jmber before it was written, 
"san article, not a letter, when 
,milted it, and thus shouldn't 
e under the 200 word limit.
2 Quote: "Whether or not 
.agrees, that is what news is,, 
port of an event — not an 
ion of an event.” My article 
>d and argued a thesis, and 
nt supposed to be news. All 
spapers contain a great deal 
vriting that is not “news.”
3 The Berger article is a 

i issue, and besides I
» no objection to the way it 
rewritten.
4 | “attacked," quote, 
iese and Co.,” not just the 
0r, as Miss Brown asserts.
5’Quote: “The energy crisis 
tbebased-upon quantitative 
Is.” Just one of the 
mingless sentences which 
eared in my article, but which 
In't write.
6. Miss Brown calls my letter 
personal attack.” Guerilla is 
correct adjective. Suggested 
forthis letter: “Gorilla attacks 
eway ex-Editor."

wishes to this newspaper. It will 
be published, if it might be of 
interest to students and does not 
libel or defame anyone. If, 
however, the length, detail 
and/or point of view of the 
submission is such that the piece 
will not be read by many people, 
the editors may choose to 
publish the work on the letters- 
to-the-editor pages. But whether 
the submission is printed on 
news, features, or op./ed. pages, 
no writer will be given as much 
space as he/she wishes, but 
rather how much their work 
merits.

Ross’ article. The reference by 
Ms. Brown to the re-write

These remarks are merely to point of boredom. I decided to 
explain a general policy of this run the article as a letter-to-the- 
paper; with regards to the article editor because most people, I necessary for the Berger article 
in question, Colin is quite correct think, if they wished to read this was intended to illustrate Ross’ 
in remarking that it was intended sort of thing about the energy propensity for opinionated effu- 
as a "feature” article. However, crisis would likely pick up a copy sion. Etc. 
he might remember that when we of Udall’s The Energy Balloon for We will continue to publish 
discussed how the article should example. There is no need to students’ offerings as we have in 
be written, in November, I asked print a precis of Udall’s work on the past — when, in a senior 
him to keep the article short and our pages. editor’s judgement, they are
bright since long features, unless Ross’ article was prohibitive stylistically well-written, in- 
written extremely well, are not in length, therefore the need for telligently thought-out, and fac- 
generally read. The article we editing. The headline, which tually substantiated. Anything 
received at the beginning of this Ross calls "idiotic", was modified other than that will be printed as a 
month was long, opinionated to from a quotation by Mark Twain, letter-to-the-editor, or, if totally 
an extreme, and detailed to the and relates to the warning tone in absurd or otherwise offensive,

not at all.

r.

1.

Byzantine paranoia strikes deep
I find Premier Peterirate (higher than they are already 

assessed). There will definitely 
in education interesting in that it be another general increase this 
seems to imply the time has come year (what with utilities increase 
to quit “squandering” our money 0f 18 per cent and a government 
on universities and get ourselves funding increase of only eight or 
back to the basics in elementary • nine per cent), 
and secondary education.

I believe our beloved Mr.

pus when they disagree with his enlightened province. All hail 
vapid idiocies (the threatening Peter Lougheed, for whom we are 
this time around is tuition hikes about to die (by drowning in the 
for all students and less money smug complacency of our oil- 
for academic staff unless ...). rich suburbia).

And so it goes in our

Lougheed’s newly-found interest

E. Blair Comp. Lit.

Of course, Bert Hohol is busy 
telling everyone in the province 

Lougheed is preparing to deliver that he is the minister for ad-
yet another blow to post- vanced education, not against it.
secondary education in the 
province. The rumours are that 
he will not grant money for three

Sitting in on classes
Everyone at the U of A is room was assigned, after some of 

familiar with the problem of the students had dropped out or
transferred.overcrowded classes. At the 

commencement of one 
Geography class this term, there hallways during a class is deem- 
were some twenty-five or thirty ec* acceptable for geographers, 
students standing in the aisles or certainly sitting on the floor as 
hallways during a lecture in the wel'> 's acceptable to no one.

Such was the case at a recent 
class held for the benefit of the 
functionally illiterate, in the 
Humanities Centre. Perhaps the 
administration feels that anyone 
who cannot write like Francis

That’s what he tells everyone 
(when he’s not taking 25 minutes 
to side-step a straight-forward 

new buildings on campus question about education policy) 
because he wishes to reduce the

If standing in the aisles and

but it doesn’t seem to be very 
true. The minister makes un
ilateral decisions (with no con
sultation from universities, at all), 
embarrasses himself in public by 
blurting out inanities, confusing 
topics and otherwise showing 
people clearly the level of his 
intelligence, and then threatens 
both staff and students on cam-

size of our campus to 16,000 
students and is prepared to do 
that by upping tuition fees steadi
ly for the next four years.

It seems plausible, doesn’t it, 
when it costs the government 
money while they delay in the 
construction of the buildings.

And of course, they have 
already begun the tuition hikes — 
first a general one last year, this 
year a differential for foreign 
students ... perhaps next year 
differentials for out-of-province 
and quota faculty students

Colin Ross 
Commerce 2 Tory theatre. The prof spoke to 

the timetabling people about it 
and they replied that we should 
remain in the overcrowded room 
for a few more classes because 
“some of the students will drop 
out or transfer." In fairness to the 
timetabling people, a different

Note: This is, I hope, the last 
don the matter. The charges 
s brings against the editorial 
I of the paper need some 
lanation if only because of the 
stions they raise about “ob- 
jvity” in the media, and 
essibility to the student media 
this campus. Ross, like 

ryone else on this campus, is 
to submit any writing he

Bacon does not deserve to sit in a
chair like other people.

Duane Muyres

Sociology blunders media course
The inept sociology depart- because he was told it was in a 

ment has once again blundered different room and that the 
into a separate reality. The course was scheduled for next 
course registered as Sociology week.
344 “public opinion and mass 
media”

where I am certain several 
professors were intrigued about 
having new people in the classes. 
(If one wishes to meet the course 
requirements for the year in order 
to graduate one must take what is 
left.) For other students who did 
not want another sociology 
course, coat-tails were to be 
grasped at for an exception and 
late registration.

The point I am making is that 
the sociology department if it is 
to offer a course such as public 
opinion and mass media, must 
first learn howto use it. Was it not 
possi ble to state the status of the 
course at an earlier time through 
the use of the media? We are sure 
that the Gateway or CKSR or the 
telephone would have made it a 
lot easier for the many persons 
involved in this incident.

Chemistry undergrads 
lump toxins down drain

This “story" was repeated to 
was scheduled for us on the tragic evening of Jan. 

Thursday evenings in TB 39. On 13 when two heads from the 
arriving at the classroom stated sociology department en- 
in the in-person registration countered us in the same 
manual, we were treated to a classroom TB 39. They then 
miracles of miracles. A class of recited a spiel that due to the 
eager and keen students but no extenuating 
professor. Where was this man beyond their control the 
that would reveal the mysteries of professor normally scheduled 
media manipulation? Some of was unavailable. This meant that 
the more faithful students the programme (course) was 
remained till seven o’clock in the cancelled.

Last week, Chemistry 202 twelve hundred budding 
idents completed an experi- chemists that it is alright to pour 
ntin which they were asked heavy metals down a drain and 
identify a number of metals in into a river. Industrial chemists, 

ution, including lead, cad- who dispose of their employers’ 
tm.and mercury. At the end of wastes in the same way have 
iexperiment, a number of the caused enough trouble as it is; we 
dents asked about disposal don’t need more who take the 
Ihe lead, cadmium and mer-

circumstances

same approach to disposal.
The chemistry department

Since the date for registra- 
appear. But to no avail; the end tion had already lapsed, they 

should .impress upon its students result being one week of classes were kind enough to funnel us 
(and itself) that some com
pounds are dangerous, and 

iiitity of metal involved was should be disposed of carefully 
y small, it still seems to be and safely.
B irresponsible of the 
toistry department to tell

belief that the chosen one wouldy compounds they had made, 
I were told to wash them down
drain. into already existing sociology 

Upon further investigation courses. For some of us this
regarding this incident it was meant two weeks of classes
stated that the professor was missed. For others it meant
unable to make the classroom coming into a previous class

wasted.While it is true that the

P.R. Lockehart 
Arts IIBruce Futcher 

Science 2

Ed. note: We received the 
following unsolicited column 
from Frank Mutton’s brother Joe, 
who lives in Kelowna. Joe feels 
that his older brother has been in 
the limelight too long, and so has 
asked Frank to step aside this 
week. Frank will return when Joe 
tells him where he hid the hearing

pi pel i ne.. .even another 
railway...we could build them all 
at near-minimal cost...replace 
costly machine power with 
foreign students...

“After all,” he said in closing, 
"you just have to give ’em a pail 
and then point."

Problems, problems, 
problems...it seems Joe Clark our 
illustrious leader of Her Majesty’s 
Loyal Opposition certainly has 
his share of them these days.

Mr. Clark, whose biggest 
problem until now has been a 
painful degree of anonymity, is 
suddenly a sensation.

"We just can’t keep up with 
the orders anymore,” says Slade 
Wyman, executive president of 
the Ace Novelty Company which 
has sole distribution rights on 
Clark paraphernalia...Joe Clark 
T-shirts, buttons, hand-painted 
ties and costume jewellery. 
“Everybody wants them. We’re 
now thinking about an action 
pose doll and autographed bikini 
briefs."

Wyman hinted at the 
possibilities of a country and 
western recording contract and a 
feature-length movie, but 
described these as "iffy” 
propositions.

What’s behind this sudden 
phenomenal surge of publicity 
that has catapulted Clark to super 
stardom.

JOE
MUTTON
SPEAKS

aid.

"It’s charisma...I’m sure of it," 
explains Cindy Longtree, a 
seventh grade cheerleader from 
Bow River. "He’s, he’s just got it, I 
guess.” Her friends agree and 
have formed the executive body 
of the rapidly growing Joe Clark 
fan club.

“So far we’ve got 80,000 
members and that number will gc 
nowhere but up,” giggled Cindy 
over a cherry soda. “Yeah, I guess 
the members are pretty young, 
mostly girls aged 10 to 15, but we 
all love him,” she sighed.

Mr. Clark has refused to 
comment on his sudden pop 
ularity and is keeping out of the 
way of large crowds.

Rumour has it that peter 
Lougheed and his big blue 
Bonanza has finally resolved the 
dilemma over foreign student 
financial policy. As one 
anonymous bureaucrat told me: 
“The idea is workcamps, you 
know, like Cuba except here we’d 
go easier on the poor buggers.”

He went on to explain that 
foreign students would be ex
pected to work for tuition by 
meeting a quota of hourly labour 
in any of a number of unskilled 
occupations.

"Dammit,” a certain govern
ment official confided in me, "it 
could be the start of something 
fantastic...Syncrude...the_____

OUT All the news that’s pit to frint
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CONit* STUDENTS COUNCIL
1 by Ambrose FierceSPEAKER

no settlement in sight. The Home for the 
Bemused claims these individuals, and 
the right to take them away, on the 
dubious argument that they are human. 
Behold, they say: upright stance, op
posable thumbs — obviously human, 
just severely bemused. The S.P.CA 
counters this flimsy contention with 
more pertinent data. Behold, they say; 
slouching walk, knuckles grazing the 
floor, intelligence quotients in the minus 
30's, excessive drooling, pronounced 
supraorbital ridges — obviously simian, 
or proto-simian, and thus ours to do with 
as we will. So, although the S.P.C.A. 
would seem to have much the stronger 
claim, the two agencies remain in 
deadlock, and both have refused arbitra
tion. So there is where the matter rests, 
and will. Stalemate.

An army surplus flamethrower is 
expensive, but I have been saving for 
months, and am now the proud owner of 
serial # RKE4439087216 — a real beauty. 
It was a Christmas present to myself, for 
use against at least two business es
tablishments on Hub Mall.

The first is a tawdry, almost ter
minally depressing arcade, crammed 
with tacky wish-fulfillment gadgetry and 
gizmos — pinball machines and similar 
trashy and preposterous monstrosities. 
(One is reminded of a Biercean defini
tion: "Amusement, n. A pastime whose 
inroads stop short of death by dejec
tion.”) This place I hate.

WHINEGRAONNNNNN 
URGHHHRRRROARCLANGCLANG 
CLANGGROANNNCRASH 
TINKLEPINGGGG. That is the sound 
that comes from this place, a sound 
generated by the non-humanoid 
machines. These are manned, so to 
speak, by humanoid machines. The 
close observer would, however, have a 
hard time telling which was 
manipulating which; the humanoids 
work the knobs and levers (and thereby 
persuade themselves that they are, to the 
accompaniment of noises like those of a 
dying brontosaurus, racing-car drivers, 
hockey stars, lovers, ace pilots, and so 
forth); the non-humanoid machines, 
however, work the others’ wallets.

Concerning these patrons it is 
difficult to generalize, but the average 
pinballer has his facial features huddled 
together in a grey clot. His eyes are 
lustreless and positioned extremely 
close; they are, indeed, situated where 
most folk are accustomed to wear their 
spectacle nosepiece dimples. His 
forehead is low and sloping, giving his 
face a streamlined effect, like that of a 
rock-bass. His jaw is slack, his mouth in 
a moist O of pongid concentration, 
except when he manages to score a 
point, light a light, ring a little bell. At 
such times a fleeting and patulous smile 
overspreads his features. On either 
cheek there is a hectic flush the size of a

Applications are being accepted for the position of 
Students’ Council Speaker to act from January 27th to 
March 31st. Ideally the Speaker would continue for the 
1977-78 term.

Forms are to be obtained from and returned to the 
Students' Union Receptionist, Room 256, SUB.

The Council Speaker is responsible for:
(a) Calling to order meetings of Students’ Council
(b) Chairing meetings of Students’ Council
(c) Preparing the Agendas and publishing the official 
minutes of Council Meetings.

a

The Speaker earns a fee of $25.00/meeting. For more 
information contact Eileen Gillese, Vice-President, 
Finance and Administration, Room 259 SUB. Phone 432- 
4236.

that Is where my new 
flamethrower comes in. I have a plan, 
one so daringly simple that is is bound to 
succeed. One fine afternoon, very soon, 
I will simply enter the arcade, trying to 
look as inconspicuous as possible in my 
bright saffron Krishna robes and with my 
head shaved and with various sacred 
pigmentations on my face and shoulder
ing Old Betsey (that is that I call my new 
flamethrower — “Old Betsey”). I loiter, 
attracting no particular attention. I am 
nonchalant. Slowly I work my way to the 
back of the arcade. My eyes will 
probably sting from the smoke and reek, 
but I will not falter. Near the back, I plant 
my feet firmly, click off Old Betsey's 
safety, disengage the triplicate seer 
guard mechanism, and take a firm turn 
on the lanyard. A deep breath, and I am 
ready.

But

Also: Students’ Council Speaker By-Law available from 
Receptionist upon request.

WANT A FIRST 
CLASS CAREER 
WITH A
FIRST CLASS COMPANY?

FFFFF-
FOOOOOOOSSSSSSSHHHHHHH. 
And it’s over before anyone realizes what 
has occurred.

Peace. A roomful of cinders. The

In the very near future you’re going to make one of the 
most important decisions in your life. A Career.

We want to talk to you about a career in Life Insurance 
Sales, leading to Sales Management.

We know this isn’t for everyone, but for those of you 
who want the challenge and rewards this type of career 
has to offer, come and see us and open up a whole 
new world.

See your Placement Office or fill in the coupon.

odd spark.
“But," you will likely say, "isn’t that 

rather an extreme measure? Perhaps it 
isn’t technically illegal — but is it just? 
Isn’t your plan a bit, well, harsh? Can't 
you find it in your heart — especially at 
this time of year — to be a little more 
tolerant, understanding, sympathetic? 
Can’t you see that these young in
dividuals — really they don’t drool all 
that much — are simply seeking a brief 
respite from the rigors of study, and that 
this recreation, harmless to others, is 
beneficial to them? Aren't we all just 
plan, fallible human beings, just tryingto 
get through life as best we may? Can't 
you see this tiny arcade world as a 
microcosm of your own larger one, 
which these young people are so very 
soon to enter — a world of action, 
conflict, heartache, triumph, tears and 
laughter? Can't you be just a little more 
indulgent, realizing that all men 
regardless of posture and gait are 
brothers, just a little more merciful? 
Can't you put yourself in their place? 
Can't you?
......... Hello?

quarter.
The proprietress now and then 

makes her way among the din and 
smoke and stench and packed bodies, 
leisurely wiping from the machines’ 
upper surfaces copious accumulations 
of saliva.ACANADA LIFE

The Canada Life Assurance Company Now, I have called the S.P.C.A. and 
called them, to no avail. Always there are 
excuses, prior commitments, delays. I 
have called the Edmonton Home for the 
Severely Bemused. Always there are 
excuses, prior commitments, delays. 
Oh, they are always very nice, very 
polite, and they apologize effusively for 
their inaction. Soon, they tell me —soon 
some men will come and take these 
arcade denizens, and either put them out 
of their misery or put them somewhere 
remote. Soon. But it will not be soon, 
because I just happen to know that a 
jurisdictional dispute is raging over my 
head, and has raged, for a full year. And

Education Department
The Canada Lite Assurance Company
330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1R8

I am interested in attending an interview for The Canada Life Sales 
& Marketing Management Program.

NAME

ADDRESS
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COLONY
10427 - Jasper Avenue

Super Sale-a-thon ’77
Starts Thursday, Jan. 20, 10 AM

(Colony will be closed both Tuesday and Wednesday in preparation for the SALE)
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jexceptional selection of vested suits, sizes 34 to 46 in 
-shorts, regulars and tails. Reg. $160 to $295.
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reduced by 20% to 50% Ü

Sheepskin Coats
Bomber jackets ana duffle coals 
reduced b t
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Door Opening Special
Ine rack of 2 and 3 piece suits, cash and carry, no Alterations.
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Colony Best Buy
.„J '*(tvhi 1̂ I

Arrow Mach Hand Pie’rreGtrdin dress shirts, 14 to 17

necks and 33 WY5 sleeve lengfi^n Reg. to $18< -

(.roup til
Arrow Mach II shirts, broken sizes.

$6.99 $6.99 $6.99

Colony 
Sport Shirts

reg. to $27.95

20% to 50% off
'

***********************************
Colony Corduroys reg. $21__ .___________ $9.99
Wrangler jeans, 24 to 28 waists only, 

reg. $21___________________ $9.00ill
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Colony Sport Jackets
20 /o off

Colony Dress Slacks
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Colony Fashion Denim Jeans reg. to $135
Sizes 26 to 36 Reg. to $25 | :S

|
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Colony Sweaters .

crew necks, v-necks, turtle necks and cardigans. 
Reg. $14 to $60.

m

m
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Reduced by up to 50% HI
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Is the status quo
Today the Faculty of Arts is com

posed of 17 academic departments, of 
which 5 are social science departments. 
The social science departments in 
particular expanded very rapidly during 
the 1960s to the point that, by the 
beginning of the present decade, close 
to one-half of the teaching workload of 
the Faculty of Arts was conducted in 
these departments. While the social 
science teaching staff expanded as 
workload demands increased, staffing 
failed to keep pace with the demands 
and a pattern was established which 
since has become seriously entrenched.

The table reports some of the 
indicators having to do with workload, 
staffing, class size, and operating 
budget. Data for the Department of 
Sociology and for the 5 social science 
departments (including Sociology) are 
contrasted with overall data for all 
academic departments in the Faculty of 
Arts. Sociology is singled out because 
its specific situation is extreme in a 
context of generally untenable con
ditions — conditions which are allowed 
to prevail in spite of the best efforts of 
many responsible persons in the Faculty 
of Arts.

ticular problems, to propose ways to 
keep the university honest with its ideals 
and with community needs. Otherwise 
the university may become an unrespon
sive monolith, a spirit-crushing 
bureaucracy, and in particular an institu
tion without commitment to un
dergraduate education.

While the achievements of the U of A 
may be evaluated in terms of the 
contributions of alumni and the quality 
of research, it is noteworthy that this 
university has no sustained reputation 
for excellence in undergraduate 
teaching. This failure is a matter of great 
concern for the university.

Midgley, Thorsell, and others have 
tried to identify some of the roots of 
failure. In what follows I choose to focus 
on the Faculty of Arts in general and on 
the social science departments in par
ticular. I should alert my readers to the 
fact that I teach in the Department of 
sociology and that, therefore, my 
judgments may be as suspect as they are 
informed.

unfavorable to the personal exch 
which ordinarily one should obtainiru 
advanced educational setting. |ronj' 
ly, though not unexpectedly, the bu* 
figures indicate that budget allocatj0- 
are tied to staffing when, in orderÎ 
these departments to overcome 
situation, budget allocations wouldhai 
to be tied to teaching workload.

The table reports the data across 
three-year period. All the indicate 
fluctuate year-to-year, but only 
indicator — 200-leve class size — 
a significant favorable change overtt 
three-year period. Class size in # 
introductory courses in the 
science departments is diminishing j 
part this is the result of an efforti 
reduce class size at the introductoi 
level, but it is also the unplanned pro* 
of changing registration patterns at# 
introductory level. Apart from this or 
change, the table is remarkable fori 
relative constancy over time. Little 
changing, perhaps little can change, 
the context of established structures^ 
priorities.

Students as consumers
While it is a hard proposition! 

prove, I venture to guess that | 
fluctuations apparent in the data are# 
result of yearly adjustments betwet 
demand and supply and should l 
viewed in such terms, rather than t 
being the result of any policy or plant 
rectify imbalances which threaten an 
are destroying educational programs

After all, there is little room# 
planning when departmental empira 
already are built, when there is vigorot 
competition across departments fori 
scarce resources which remain,when! 
many members of the academicstaffa

by Gordon F. N. Fearn an?

The U of A is “too large, too 
amorphous, and too impersonal." This 
was how Harry Midgley characterized 
the university when writing 18 months 
ago in the Edmonton Journal (June 4, 
1975).

Before that, in the December 1973 
issue of New Trail, William Thorsell was 
critical of the university’s general arts 
program. Thorsell, himself a graduate of 
this university, argued that the general 
B.A. "denies the continuity of thought 
over time and the relation of ideas across 
disciplines. That is to say, the market BA 
fails to assert that there are structures 
and relations, historical and inter
disciplinary, that sustain the matrix of 
our ideas and arts—-of our culture. Or, at 
a minimum, the market BA does not take 
these relations to be very important."

A few months ago Bill Thorsell, no 
doubt reminiscing over his dusty New 
Trail article, published a column in the 
Edmonton Journal under the title

oi

soti

The Faculty of Arts“Reform — U of A take note" (September 
30, 1976). Once again Thorsell likened 
the university to a supermarket and 
called for "radical reform." It must have 
been his last missile, for in October Bill 
Thorsell moved to Toronto.

The critics of the university and the 
general B.A. in particular can be faulted 
for being insufficiently detailed. To carry 
on the business of reform, the university 
as a community requires continual 
review to guard against the constant 
threat of rigor mortis.

Achievements do not diminish the 
need for continuing invigoration and 
reflection, to improve standards of 
excellence in a university already dis
playing high standards, to isolate par

Some will remember the Faculty of 
Arts as a small and intimate learning 
setting. This is an image of the past; it no 
longer holds. In addition to more than 
2,800 students registered in bac
calaureate programs in 1975-76, the 
Faculty of Arts services many thousands 
of students working toward degrees and 
certificates in other faculties and 
schools. Indeed, the service role of the 
faculty is so significant to its overall 
operation that academic goals are 
exceedingly difficult to define, since so 
many of the faculty’s students fall within 
the jurisdiction of other faculties and 
schools.

The data indicate just how 
desperate the situation is. The 5 social 
science departments are carrying ap
proximately 45 percent of the faculty’s 
total teaching workload with ap
proximately one-third of the faculty's 
staff. In the case of the Department of 
Sociology, 16 to 17 per cent of the 
faculty’s workload is carried by less than 
9 per cent of the faculty’s staff. On the 
average, undergraduate classes in the 
social science disciplines are much 
larger than they are for the faculty as a 
whole. Student/staff ratios are grossly

Selected Data for the Faculty of Arts, 1973-76 (percent of faculty total in parenthesis)

Weekly Full-Time Student/Staff 
Student Equivalent 

Staff
(WSH)*• (FTE)***

Average Average
Junior Lecture Senior Lecture 

Section 
Site

Ratio
(VSH/FTE)

Net
Section
Size

Operating

JAN 28.2

29.6

459.8
456.5
461.1

1973- 74 97,207
1974- 75 107,350
1975- 76 102,775

211.4

235.2
222.9

41.9
43.8

Faculty of Arts 100.0

100.0

1 m 38.3 29:6 100.0

fc*
38.01973- 74 43,734 157.6

< 45.0) (36.3)
1974- 75 67,925 156.8

(44.6) (34.3)
1975- 76 45,746 152.6

(44.5) (33.1)

114.3,277.5 33.3Five Social 
Science 
Departments •25 305.6 105.5 39.5 35.5

m 299.8 83.4 39.5 35.3
m

8.91973- 74 16,771 41.7
(17.3) ( 9.1)

1974- 75 18,109 39.5
(16.9) ( 8.7)

1975- 76 16,746 39.4 425.0
(16.3) ( 8.5)

402.2 57.2207.1Department of 
SociologyLAST DAY FOR 

NOMINATIONS
(SU Election)
THE FOLLOWING 
POSITIONS ARE OPEN:

458.5 64.2140.2 9.2

10.0123.2 57.3

* Anthropology, Economics, History, Political Science, and Sociology.

••A measure of instructional demand equal to the product of the hours per week that a course is taugtt 
and the course registration. Data given are averages across both teaching terms for all levels of 
instruction.

•ee.A measure of academic staff strength expressed in full-time equivalents. Includes sessional lecturer 
graduate teaching assistants, and faculty service officers, but excludes academic staff on leave, 
librarians, administrative and professional officers, and non-teaching graduate assistante.

Sources: Data on weekly student hours and lecture section sizes from the Data Book 1975-76, 
Office of Institutional Research and Planning, The University of Alberta, November, 
1976. Data on full-time equivalent staff and net operating budget courtesy of the 
Faculty of Arts.

By Popular Demand

THE STUDENTS’ UNION PRESENTS
a second lecture series for 1976-77

WRITING TERM PAPERS 
AND ESSAYS
ALL I FrTHRFC RV

PROFESSOR McKILL, ENGLISH DEPT 
12:00 - 1:00 p.m. Tory Lecture - 12

President
Executive Vice-President 
Vice-President Finance & Administration 
Vice-President Academic 
Vice-President Services

President of Women’s Athletic 
V.P. of Women’s Athletics JAN 24 Approaching a Topic

—researching -narrowing-focusing 
—point of view

JANUARY 26 Outline
—structure
—organization

FEBRUARY 2 Revision I 
—common grammatical errors

FEBRUARY 7 Revision II 
—common problems in punctuation

FEBRUARY 9 Revision III
—writing more effective sentences 
—writing with greater economy

President of Men’s Athletics 
V.P. of Men’s Athletics
Student Representative to the Board of 
Governors JANUARY 31 First Draft 

—introductions —transitions 
—topic sentences —conclusions

______ No charge, no registration first come, first serve basis only.

Inquiries at S.U. General Office
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Ily all that good?
(2) The consumers of educational 

services — the students — seem willing 
to accept instruction in large and very 
large classes. Many of them know no 
other way. I sometimes think that many 
students wish no other way, since most 
alternatives would place demands on 
students which are unknown in the 
context of the large class.

(3) The suppliers of educational 
services — the teachers — are often as 
willing as their students to leave matters 
as they stand. Instructing a very large 
class is supposed to be heavy work and 
often is; but just as often an instructor 
can take advantage of the anonymity of 
the large classroom and like many 
students avoid the responsibilities of the 
classroom.

(4) The administrators of 
educational services 
deans, vice-presidents, and presidents 
— are often preoccupied with routine 
chores of administration. Staff must be 
evaluated regularly, timetables must be 
set, budgets must be prepared and 
approved.

Like any large organization the 
university has a momentum toward its 
own perpetuation; it seems to find little 
time for critical assessment and creative 
change. Even the warning signs may not 
be heard for a lot of other noise keeps 
people busy dealing with the wrong 
things. It is hard to keep in effective 
pursuit of quality.

(5) Very little information (even of 
the kind contained here) is available to 
the general public or even to constituent 
groups within the university community. 
The provincial government must focus 
on the broad outline of educational 
expenditures; it may be interested in, but 
it has little time for, the details of the 
university’s internal administration.

A statutory body such as the Univer
sity of Alberta Senate (with a large 
number of public representatives) can 
look to the programs of a faculty such as 
Arts, but the Senate would be loath to 
wage a full-scale review of Arts or of any 
other unit of the university. Students 
through their Students’ Union have 
surprisingly little to say about the quality 
of instructional services.

(6) The routines of the faculty work 
in many ways to further entrench the 
faculty’s problem. A few years ago, for 
example, the departments of the faculty 
redesigned the curriculum to replace 
full-year courses with half-year courses. 
For many departments it was largely a 
mechanical exercise. Furthermore, 
there is little regard for curriculum 
overlap between and in some cases 
within departments.

In any event, the faculty’s 
curriculum has expanded, at least in 
terms of its differentiation, and in the 
process it has become more and more 
difficult to see the forest for the trees. 
Thorsell’s “matrix of our ideas’’ is much 
less likely to be perceived, by student 
and teacher alike, in today’s Faculty of 
Arts.

Do we generate 
the problem?

It has been suggested that the 
faculty and its departments, the social 
science departments in particular, have 
functioned in many ways to generate

Lursue change out of fear of
djust to to consequences, and
dents as consumers are 
to influence the structure of

their problem by, for example, tending to 
avoid the refinement and creative revi
sion of the curriculum even while 
encouraging its expansion. If some 
departments are subject to massive 
registration pressure, in large measure it 
is because these departments have 
added service course after service 
course to their programs, to attract more 
and more students.

Thr strategy consolidates a 
department’s hold on its budget alloca
tion (a bureaucratic problem) while at 
the same time it confuses the means to 
the achievement of educational goals (a 
problem of quality).

Furthermore, if the Faculty of Arts 
has a serious problem, it is largely 
because the faculty has been permissive 
with its departments, especially the 
social science departments, in allowing 
them to expand all over the place without 
requiring that they adhere to adequate 
standards. For a long time there has 
been no clear vision of purpose in the 
faculty; there has been no clear vision of 
design for its academic programs, of the 
relationships between its departments.

In other words, the Faculty of Arts 
has participated in the dilution of its own 
programs during a period of rapid 
change in the larger society.

Surely the faculty now is responsi
ble for its own reform.

suggests the innovation of a separate 
Faculty of Social Science. This remedy 
is suggested with some reservation 
since new bureaucracy alone could not 
be sufficient to regain the excellence of 
standards now deteriorating. If the 
university wished such a new faculty to 
continue to service impossibly large 
numbers of students, it would have to 
allocate much greater financial 
resources to the faculty, to permit a 
significant expansion 
resources, and to allow the technical 
means for coping with the burden of 
heavy enrolment without sacrificing the 
quality of the educational process.

Alternatively, preferably in my view, 
a new Faculty of Social Science could be 
given a mandate to develop social 
science at this university, as contrasted 
with the separate development of the 
social science disciplines and 
departments. Existing resources could 
be redeployed, for example, by reshap
ing those resources and by introducing 
new elements to form a series of social 
science programs language and culture, 
political and social thought, history and 
social change, social policy studies, 
research methodologies, etc.

These suggestions if ever enacted 
would require major adjustments by the 
academic staff. Departments as we know 
them now would become administrative 
units at most. The teaching program 
would be clustered along new lines. 
Students would plan their programs 
across several years because the univer
sity no longer would offer many courses 
each and every year a practice itself 
wasteful of creative resources even 
though it is in keeping with the image of 
the university as supermarket.

Everyone would gain by having to 
think and plan in the longer term, but 
students in particular would profit by 
having to organize coherent academic 
programs in advance of their studies. 
Academic counselling would become a 
critical responsibility of the academic 
staff; at present academic counselling is 
practiced very little in the Faculty of Arts. 
Perhaps in time the university would 
move to establish an intellectually 
coherent junior program for all B.A.- 
students a program, in Thorsell's words, 
that would explore “the continuity of 
thought over time and the relation of 
ideas across disciplines.”

A few years ago a close friend was 
denied a sabbatical leave. A number of 
departmental colleagues had their leave 
applications approved. The dean argued 
that with the approval of his application, 
the adequacy of the department's 
program no longercould be guaranteed. 
My friend accepted this judgement, 
though he did return a question how 
could the dean be assured of the 
adquacy of the department’s program on 
the basis of the relatively few persons left 
behind to staff scores of courses having 
many thousands of students in them?

This question, posed several years 
ago, has yet to be answered. The dean of 
the Faculty of Arts may need to reach for 
help from the entire university communi
ty and beyond, if he is every to find it 
possible to draft a reply.

Dr. Gordon Fearn is an Associate 
Professor in the department of sociology.

d0 not tell the whole story, 
will require a detailed 

ime faculty’s curriculum. For 
. js likely that a significant 
the faculty's overall program 
ion is redundant in the sense 
ate departments offer courses 

the same substantive

ata

of human

much
Ih their development, 

ttshave competed against one 
r students, and this competi- 
js reflected in a costly and 

,elY inefficient curriculum 
is intellectually confusing 

its and teachers alike. This is 
,rue with the social science 

lts where the corpus of 
q cuts across the disciplinary 
|S that is, where the disciplines 
jdeai more arbitrary than they 
in professional and applied

being the case, the peculiar 
; of the social science 
Fits in large measure have been 
ed. Solutions to these dif- 
iay lie not in finding the funds 

academic staff, but in 
ilizing a total program to 
the demand on these 
ntsso that, in this way, persis
tances are corrected at the 
e as substantive reforms are 
o increase the quality of the 
ialservices provided.

tuating the 
sQuo
Igley's image of the university 
ictory-like" is appropriate, so 
lorsell's image of the “mixed 
ket basket" where choice 

where student-consumers 
select alternative “products," 
ire only the rules of the 
ice plus timetabling seem to 
equality" of the relationship. I 
Id-fashioned but I believe that 
>sand supermarkets don’t mix, 
universities are revealed to be 
in this regard, remedial action

3H
chairmen,

nore

An Outline for Reform
Are there remedies? I would st>, 

there are, although remedies in a situa
tion such as this of necessity must be 
nothing less than drastic. One such 
remedy is to impose general quotas, 
meaning that many students would be 
denied access to courses and programs 
of an institution itself so heavily sup
ported by public funds. The debate 
surrounding quotas in professional 
faculties has been intense; for the social 
science departments which are defined 
by so many as service departments, and 
for the Faculty of Arts generally, the very 
thought of quotas is almost im
ponderable.

Yet quotas of one type or another 
surely will have to be adopted to achieve 
even a modest resolution of the problem.

There is the possibility of specific 
quotas. These are quotas on class size, 
for example, where a department 
specifies limits for classes where such 
limits are determined according to 
educational objectives. Advanced un
dergraduate courses rely heavily on 
specialized library resources and re
quire students to present written and 
oral research reports.

Having already seen that the 
average section size of senior courses is 
close to 40 in the 5 social science 
departments and approaches 60 in the 
Department of Sociology, it remains 
only to be said that much too often, if not 
simply a matter of routine, quality suffers 
in the wake of quantity. Quotas on class 
size, determined according to 
educational objectives, may be an 
absolute necessity.

Another possible remedy is to alter 
the organizational context of the social 
science departments as now constituted 
in the Faculty of Arts. There is a natural 
coherence to these departments which

pry.

fairness, the chairmen of the 
ince departments of the Facul- 
, with the support of many of 
agues, have been working to 
redress; and the dean of the 
I Arts and his associates have 
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fhechairmen have argued that 
conditions are causing the 
undergraduate education to 

e; the faculty office has been 
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ses. But budgetary restrictions 
and there is no solution relative 
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«university's highly specializ- 
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PORTRAITS ! ratt*1TSjof- rDISTINCTIOMmedical
education œ food service

8:30 AM till 11 PM
“refreshments”

3 PM till 11 PM

It is
anestly possible to become an 
Credited physician, and over- 
ome the medical weed-out 
ystern.

dlfrtftltf:/:

Care Enough
to get the Finest

Physician's eye- 
lening methods fully explain- 

Satisfaction guaranteed or 
0r,ey returned. Send $7.98 to: 
«ckdoors to Medicine," 2409 
Monroe St., Tallahassee, FI.

■ ■ ■I.

Regular food service - same as bar hours1301.
433-8244W12 HUB
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:Library staff in debt

VANCOUVER (CUP)— paying back $600,000 to the ad- year's contract, which expired 
University of British Columbia ministration. Sept. 30.
students working part-time in the in December, the AIB The AIB gave the ad-
library will escape the effects of ordered the Association of Un- ministration one month to 
an Anti-Inflation Board (AIB) iversity and College Employees 
wage rollback order, but their (AUCE), Local 1, to pay back four 
1,300 full-time co-workers are per cent of the 19 per cent wage 
now faced with the problem of increase the union gained in last

It!

;i
I ::

*
W,ta formula for the payments.

But, student assistants at 
UBC will not have to pay back 
any money, Local 1 president Ian 
Mackenzie said recently. The 
students are not part of the union 
and the AIB ruling concerns only 
AUCE members, he said.

The student wage rate is at 
least as large as the AUCE base 
rate because it is part of the 
contract, Mackenzie said. Stu
dent assistants will earn at least 
as much as the lowest paid AUCE 
members during the next con
tract year, depending on the size I 
of deduction accepted by AUCE 1 
members to pay back the four per | 
cent.

8
S :
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I
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WANTED Ft t

I

Jilil.
Edmonton Parks and Recreation requires 
part-time staff for supervision and instruction of 
Winter Recreation Programmes, including:
• ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
• ARTS AND CRAFTS
• ADtiLT SPORTS
• FUN TIME
• LADIES KEEP FIT
• AND OTHER SPECIALIZED 

PROGRAMMES

Call: Central District/474-1467 
North District/474-5491

A union newsletter suggests 
workers can pay back a lump 
sum or the amount can be

illsdeducted from current payche
ques. Sliiiëfe. i

Now you see, fellows, It’s like this.
SU president Len Zoeteman spoke to a Faculty Association 

conference Saturday morning about problems related to course content 
in each specific faculty. Keynote speaker at the conference 
university pres. Harry Gunning who said he enjoyed meeting the 
students so much he’d like to be invited back to the next one.

. - :il; SRsll
Meanwhile, talks between 

the union and administration aœ©montai PARKS AND 
RECREATION continuing in an effort to obtain a 

new contract. The workers have 
been without a contract since 
Sept. 30, 1976.

m“Home of the 1978 Commonwealth Games”

Engineering is one thing. 
Engineering for us is quite another.

Cold
outdoors
survivalYou'll work with varied and sophisticated 

equipment on challenging projects in many parts of 
the world, face the responsibilities of leadership 
entrusted to you as an officer in the Canadian Armed 
Forces, and you'll enjoy the opportunity of working 
in all fields of engineering without being overly 
limited to any one.

Accepted qualified applicants will be given officer 
rank on entry, and an excellent salary along with 
many benefits. Security, promotions and opportunities 
for post-graduate training all add up to a worthwhile 
and personally rewarding career, if that's what you're 
looking for, it’s time we got together.

Write, including your engineering qualifica
tions to date, to the Director of Recruiting and 
Selection, National Defence Headquarters, 
Ottawa, Ontario, or visit your nearest Canadian 
Armed Forces Recruiting Centre, listed under 
"Recruiting" in the Yellow Pages.

There's nothing dull about engineering your own 
challenge. And that's where your Engineering career 
in the Canadian Armed Forces begins. From there, 
your career possibilities are unlimited. In the Canadian 
Forces, the different engineering disciplines are 
divided into 5 major classifications:

Maritime Engineering
Military Engineering
Land Ordnance Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Electronic and Communications Engineering.

Finally academics h 
stuck their heads outawind® 
their ivory tower and discove 
it’s damn cold out there.

Grant MacEwan Commui 
college is giving a course til 
Surviving in the Cold Outdo 
Thursday evenings in Februa

The acid test at theendol 
course is a weekend camping 
Feb. 26-27. Survivors pass.

The course is designed 
prepare people for coldweall 
when camping or if forced i 
the cold during automol 
breakdowns.

Instructions highlight lii 
shelters, survival packs, navi 
tion and primitive medicine 
utilizes the experience of Scot 
the Armed Forces and resi 
organizations.

Dave Broomfield will let 
the course starting Feb. 3.Het 
a background in outdoorsurvi 
with the armed forces and with 
Outward Bound program.

“I think people shouldkn 
how to avoid winter survi 
situations and how to a 
should they find themseh 
stranded,” he said.

Further info at " the « 
tinuing education division.4t 
2680.
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» ASK US THE CANADIAN
ABOUT YOU. ARMED FORCES.*
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", (ZNS/CUP)—The stude 
government at the University 
Texas in Austin has launcher 
program called “Identa-Narc.’

Students are urged to cal 
special phone number withinfr 
mation on undercover dt 
agents and infomers. The slog 
of the program is, “Fink onthi 
before they fink on you."
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Jan. 24-28

Watch for it!
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Finking on Finkleman
by Don Truckey

rfie Danny Finkleman Show 
CBC national radio program 
d 34 year old Danny 

wan, featuring Canadian 
|. Vjsits from Finkleman’s 
mt acquaintances and inter- 
$with intriguing people from 
ss Canada.
isst week Finkleman was in 
0ton to produce an install
er his radio show. Gateway 
,gled an interview. Here's 
it went:
«Mr, Finkleman? My name’s

though," he adds, brightening drive, like a good horse, you've 
immediately. “Without it I would gotta have heart to run. You play

interviewing a 275 lb. woman for basically developed the show.” 
his program. "Tasteful item"
Finkleman assures the person on

"Where to after Toronto?”
“For me? Probably nowhere, have been dead — you know why the horses?" 

the phone. She used to weigh I’m content. People talk about free schools went down the tube? “No," I say remembering the
Los Angeles, some try it, but the No discipline." one time I went to the races —

“So how did you get started velocity of the business is so I mutter something perfunc- remembering that the horses
in radio?" I ask when he’s off the much faster there. You know tory about maybe discipline seemed to be running more on

what they say in L.A.? The should go down the tube because fear than heart.
Danny smiles, acknowledg- second best thing to being aired it lacks freedom. “Hang on while I make a few

ing the gambit. is being cancelled. Because "Well sure," Finkleman says: calls," Danny Finkleman says,
"In Winnipeg,” he says. "I did they're always developing, "A lot of people run on fear. But rolling over the bed to the phone, 

some radio work for a friend of always moving. But I can’t un- there’s got to be something else And I hope heart will win the race 
mine. She liked it and en- derstand that kind of ambition." — ambition, you gotta have heart, for Danny Finkleman. 
couraged me to try a few He smiles and adds: “Hand on 
programs on my own. I used to while I make a few calls." 
call all over North America.
Something’s happening, you bed and connects with his 
phone up, ask about it. Talked to producer. Tells him about an 
Muhammad AM for an hour interview he’s doing on a take-out

pyrogy place in Edmonton.
He mutters something about '

I say, recalling a gushing press recording problems and in
release:

350.

phone.

Students interested in Admission 
to theFinkleman rolls across the

«From the Journal'?"
"Uh, no ..."
“The Albertan?’
“Not really. 
mv. From the university."

From the un-

Faculty of LAW 
University 
of Calgary

are invited to meet representatives of the
faculty

on Tuesday, January 25,1977 
between 12 noon and 4 p.m.

The, uh, once."
"Then you went to Toronto,"

The Gateway.
Si(y. Yes of course! You’ve 
e to do the interview?"
«Yes ... the interview. Well, 

of. Actually, no,” I say, 
into the

Danny Finkleman’s convenient schedules for studio 
lively 90 minute program . time. I extend, without authority, 
originating from Toronto... a blanket invitation to make use 

“Was Toronto necessary to of CKSR's facilities.
We start talking about un- 

Finkleman hedges here. “I’ve iversity. Turns out Danny had a 
got a lot of respect for local radio BA by the time he was 19. Now he 
and TV people. Production peo- says university at such a young 
pie, on-air people. They’re doing age is wasting education on 
what they want to do. But listen, I people who aren’t equipped for it. 
got into the business, like it, and i 
got hungry. So I went to Toronto. School," he adds tangentially. “I 

"But it wasn’t a knock-em- keep trying to forget that.”
Convenient memory, I 

wanted more possibilities and murmer to myself, 
they happened to be in Toronto. I 
started contributing to Peter 
Gzowski’s show This Country in Danny says. “If you know what I 
the Morning. Haven't heard that mean.” 
one either? And I worked on a

make it in radio?”ping past Finkleman 
ifloor room at the Chateau. 
Better to get inside before 
ng who I am. Or who I’m not. 
Finkleman follows as though 
perfectly
uemumblers into his room at 
in the morning.
“Actually, 

itographer,” I say with a 
ined nonchalance. I throw my 
tat a chair and miss.
“The interviewer can’t make 
I say. "Slept through the 
m. But I’ll do the interview, 
done interviews before.”

normal to allow
“I also graduated from Law

I’m the in Room 128B, Main Floor, 
Administration Building

dead kind of conversion.

“Why law?" I ask.
“Had nothing better to do,”

Students planning to apply for admission in 
September 1977, or preparing for later admis
sion are urged to attend.

I don't, but notice the flip- 
program called Matinee. One pancy that’s buoyed us both slips 
called Music Machine. Double for a moment. The shadow of 
Up with Hart Pomerantz. three empty years fleets over 
Developed This is the Law. Did Danny’s face, 
writing, casting on that one,

Lie.
“Allright," Danny says, sit- 
and looking outside wistful- 
i's-20 outside.
“So you want to hear about 
show," he says.
■"Uh, I suppose," I say. “Ac- 
ly I’ve never listened to the

A cringe passes between us. 
Don't say ‘uh’ so much, I 
lonish myself. Radio people 
ir say ‘uh.’
"Never listened to the show,” 
ny says. “Uh ... well ... can 
pardon me a second while I 
e a few calls?”
"Sure," I say magnanimous- 
esperately wondering how to 
rview an interviewer.
He calls. Something about

“The discipline helped Further information is available from:
Admissions Policy, Evaluation and Liaison Division
Office of the Registrar
Room 128, Administration Building
or by Telephone: W.A.D. Burns
432-4537 ot432-3283

<

urn
m."

Licensed Lounge 
Banquets to 200

Open 10:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Daily 
Sundays 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

or, if you prefer, by writing to 
The Faculty of Law 
The University of Calgary 
2920 - 24 Avenue N.W.

re?ertjationj5:4697l49 
40 fBonm>J3oon popping Centre

Calgary, Alberta T2N IN4 
Telephone: 403-284-5449
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Citadel’s latest 
crab study 
the female moults
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exciting play. The dancers in this peddling the Book of Knowledge 
production intertwine within the who invites himself in through 
complex field of human passions, the open door of Sadie’s house, 
as ritually and as instinctively as

by Beno John
* IBB

The salesman, Leonard
Crabdance (playing at the the crab. Humanity often refuses Mochuck, is the young man who 

Rice Theatre, Citadel, until Jan. to acknowledge this basic aspect saddles his faith on knowledge, 
22. Directed by Malcom Black) of itself and this serves as one of and considers it the foundation of

the central themes of the play, human achievement. But his 
In the spring time, giant Crabdance weaves around an conviction has one glaring limita- 

Alaska crabs lock claws and drag older woman, Sadie Golden, tion; his belief in intellect is 
each other over the ocean floor, played with a controlled accompanied by a poor un- 
The female moults. Copulation brilliance by Florence Patterson.*- derstanding of human emotions. 
follows. The male remains to 
guard the female until she's woman searching for love and feelings; this manifests itself in 
grown a new shell. From the companionship, with a long list of 
preface to Crabdance by Beverly suitors possessing various at- 
Simon.

m

mmml
Sadie, once married, is now a He is out of touch with his J| \

Sadie meets Dickens.
HI

Photo Grant vy
himself, unless he relies on the understandable, for 
textbook lines that define his stereotyped ‘dude’ comes at 
function as a salesman. The as hyperbolic at times. Th 
result is an inarticulate parody of partially due to the script,» 
self-assurance, and Thomas does little to define Highi 
Hauff who plays the part, is character,
convincing. He stutters, cringes 
and sweats his way through his well-acted play lies in these 
‘first time’, and portrays for the most part, and this 
Mochuck’s estrangement with a lies in the culmination ofthei 
stilted, stammering vocabulary of The bizzare ending of the pi 
speech and action.

Sadie's second suitor,
Dickens, is also a salesman, but 
he is older, and his bag isthesale There is something of 
of condiments. He is the sen- architect in Ms. Simon in the 
sualist, and makes his entry with she builds up the emotioi
a briefcase that has a shape Crabdance, but I think shell
which demands phallic it in the last ten minutesol 
associations. He is in touch with play. The ending is toodelibe 
his emotions to the point of being and too contrived it has a I 
selfish he demands all the implication of gimmickeryin 
attention, his self-interest blinds way it leaves the audit 
him to the needs of other people, bewildered. There is nothin

Dickens is played masterful- the script that prepares you! 
ly by Roland Hewgill he develops as a result, the symbolismant 
his character to contrast nicely surrealism are lost, 
with that of Mochuck’s.

Maurice Good plays is what drama should be, 
Highrise, the third suitor. Unfor- action, excitement, and ei 
tunately he lacked the same tainment. Above all it is 
control and restraint exercised mediate, and lacks the m 
by the other two central male self-consciousness of mostol 
characters. Good overdoes the drivel that gets passed oil 
part of the modern hustler easily theatre these days.

his failure to deal with specific 
situations, which in this case 

tractive features to choose from, happen to be Sadie’s sexual over- 
Simon's preface to her play The first in the play is a nervous tures.

Crabdance sets the tone for an young uninitiated salesman He finds it hard to assert

l -* A: ii,
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ESO celebrates 25th anniversary
i

by J.C. LaDalia Rose, Thou Art Sick.” 
otherwise everything was tt 
in a most difficult work. And 
result was the most searcl 
music of the evening. The si 
played superbly, with partie 
incisiveness in the relenl 
“This ae Nighte,” and withi 
siderable purity in Keatssor 

The Young Person’s & 
to the Orchestra (Variations1 
Theme of Purcell) was a det 
ful conclusion. The ingenuil 
the work always amazes me 
a set of 13 variations withafur 
designed to demonstrate « 
each orchestral instruit 
sounds like, and their uni 
qualities. Originally used J 
educational film with narrate 
is an inventive and exhilara 
work which is quite instruc 
even in the concert hal 
numerous comments 
afterward). It was an ideal dM
piece for hearing in '* 
minutes what the ESO can 
do, as a symphony orches 

The whole work was
continued to page13

One cannot judge Hudelson's beautiful andante suffered from 
ability to convey deep emotion as not being shaped in a continually 

The Edmonton Symphony the Stamitz contains none, developing manner; the legato 
Orchestra celebrated its 25th Perhaps some day he will play the lines were not always sustained, 
anniversary this past weekend Mozart or Nielsen concerti for us. nor was the soloists’ give and 
with a program featuring its own 
players as soloists. While not a tante for Violine and Viola (K. pelting.
triumph, it was still an excellent 364) followed. This wonderful After intermission we heard 
idea and provided a well- work was played at well-judged two works by Benjamin Britten, 
balanced program. tempi, and the orchestra’s perfor- whose death last month

Following a powerful rendi- mance was fine, with brass and (December 4) marks the end of 
tion of “Happy Birthday” we winds in polished form. The an era in English music. Although 
heard Johann Stamitz’s Clarinet soloists, while obviously in- Britten wrote much of his music 
Concerto in B-flat, one of his telligent musicians, had some for particular musicians (such as 
best-known works. It is an attrac- difficulties. Marlin Wolfe Peter Pears, the tenor) they have 
tive, amiable work which needn't (violinist) has a sweet, full tone been eagerly taken up by others 
have been played so rapidly, but he was either nervous or has a outside the Britten circle The 
Whoever wanted it at that tempo, rather nineteenth-century con- Serenade for Tenor Horn and' 
Maestro Hetu and/or Charles ception of his part. Whichever the
Hudelson the clarinetist, the final case, there were several rough Strings, a cycle of six English 
movement’s presto provided little attacks, fluffed notes and blurred poems, is a virtuoso work, which 
.contrast with the opening allegro runs which, in Paganini or Vieux- 's whY appeals to performers. It

might have seemed was excellently performed by 
Hudelson played splendidly dramatic but in Mozart were David Astor (tenor) who has 

throughout with a firm, nutty misplaced. considerable control and ability,
tone, and the tempi were no The violist, Nicholas Pulos, demonstrated in his negotiation 
problem for him, but the has a rich but not robust tone, of |’This ae Nighte," and the runs 
orchestra did not articulate and what we heard was lovely. 'n “Queen and Huntress,” which 
phrases as clearly as they would Unfortunately there was a fair were as precise as I've yet heard 
have at a slightly slower pace, amount we could not hear. The them. His understanding of the

frequently subtle texts was evi
dent throughout.

Astor’s vocal quality is not 
the most attractive; he does not 
have a rich, beautiful tone as 
does, say, Robert Tear (who 
often performs the work in 
England), but neither does Peter 
Pears, for whom it was written. In 
any case Astor has complete 
control over the instrument he 
does have. The program stupidly 
neglected to include the texts so 
that much of the audience had 
little idea what was being sung. It 
is pointless to argue, that, being 
sung in English, it should have 
been comprehensible: with a 
string orchestra, a horn, and 
poetic diction throughout, one 
cannot understand all. The 
audience's appreciation would 
have been more complete if the 
program had fulfilled its function.

David Hoyt’s horn was 
skillfully played. The prologue 
for horn solo could have been 
smoother, thus preparing for the 
first song’s tranquility. More 
anguished force is wanted in “O

The Mozart Sinfonia Concer- take of phrases sufficiently im-

moderato. temps, test!
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au I Hann 
arly times 
î remember

Hotu m m

Flashes
by David Oke the heat of late summer, the guitar well, but the 12 string 

mountains and the forest with a acoustic guitar is his instrument, 
tangible realism. This summer He plays with a lively and ex
setting explodes into a raging pressive rhythm. Hann’s in
forest fire with the same realism, strumentals were filled with in- 
“Fire Line” was a highlight of the tricate and catchy runs.

At times however his runs 
were over done. Where a few

Ul Hann was the first artist 
-j at the Hovel when it 

ened five years ago. This 
j he was back again 

,jng an old friendship, 
bove all, Paul Hann is fun.

lively and humorous 
rmer. The quick dig, the 
ling eyes, the sly smile and 
‘ second look always keep 
udience on the edge of the 
laugh. Hann appeared to 
as much fun performing as 
a(lin watching him. 
jgul Hann’s songs are fun, 
A good proportion of his 
irmance was devoted to 
rhythmic numbers featur- 

lever and witty lyrics. In one 
be sang, “I'd like to make a 

é with you .
« a little low budget, a little 
sne,
I'd like to get you up there 
he silver screen."
Later, he satirized country 
western music, singing, 

jo just sorta stomped on my 
l" Hann continued this pace 
songs such as “Love is Like a 
<ey Game” and “End of the 
d Cafe.”

1967, Hann came to 
ida to work as a lumberjack 
ended up a professional 
ician. He combines his 
|h-hewn, unpretensious 
•personality with his English 
;ground into an appealing 
lent of the performance. 
Impeach Your Children," 
about his mom in England 
ying about her son in 
ida, who is living in sin, 
ing in a rock'n’roll band. 
Along with his lighter 
trial, Paul Hann includes 
is that conveyed softer and 
ler themes. “Queen of the 
"deals with the feelings of 
jldlovers meeting years after 
affair has ended. The ten- 
between deeply felt 

lories and their present 
ition (one was now happily 
ried and the other, 
issionally successful) was 
(eyed touchingly and with

Fire Line” communicates

CONCERTS

Humphrey and The Dumptrucks will be appearing at the SUB 
Theatre this Thursday, Jan. 20 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available 
from Mike’s and the SU Box Office for $5 or at the door for $6. 
Along with The Dumptrucks, Hans Staymer will make a special 
guest appearance.

Six works, including the world premiere of a composition by 
Violet Archer, professor of music at the U of A, will be performed 
at an Explorations 5 contert Thursday, Feb. 3.

The concert, third in the 1976-77 series sponsored by the U 
of A’s music department, will begin at 8:30 p.m. in the Provincial 
Museum Auditorium, 12845-102 Ave. 
there is also free parking.

In addition to Professor Archer's composition, Suite For 
Solo Flute, the program includes Danses Andalouses by Manuel 
Infante; Radio Music and excerpts from Music For Piano by 
John Cage; Song Cycle on Poems of Heim ich Heine, Opus 24, 
by Robert Schumann; and Fantasis Betinca by Manuel de Falla.

The concert will also celebrate the 100th birthday of 
Spanish composer de Falla and the 65th birthday of American 
composer Cage.

The performers will be staff, students and friends of the 
university’s department of music.

The Women's Auxiliary of the Edmonton Symphony Associa
tion will be presenting a concert preview with pianist John 
Hendrickson. The preview takes place on Wed. Jan. 26 at 9:30 
a.m. in the music rooms of the Edmonton Public Library. 
Admission is free and all are welcome.

The Edmonton Opera Guild is holding its’ Sahara Opera Night 
Tues. Jan. 18, at 8:30 p.m. at the Sahara Restaurant. Admission 
is $2 and tickets are available at the door. A number of opera 
singers will perform. Funds raised go towards the Edmonton 
Opera Scholarship Fund. _

THEATRE
Winter Friends will be presented by the Alberta Contemporary 
Dance Theatre on Jan 28, and Jan 29. Performances start at 8 
p.m. each evening. Tickets are $4 and are available at the SU Box 
Office, Exhibition outlets, Mike’s and at the door. Winter Friends 
is presented by the Students' Union with the assistance of 
Alberta Culture.

Vancouver born singer, song-writer Victor-Paul will be in 
concertât Espace Tournesol (formerly Tournesol Dance Space) 
on January 22 and 23. The concerts begin at 8:30 with tickets- 
available at the door for $2.50. Espace Tournesol is located at 
11845-77 Str.

Northern Light Theatre presents the Monodramas of DavidWat- 
mough from now until Jan. 29. Tickets for weekday noon-hour 
performances as well as Sat. evening performances are 
available. For further information, phone the Northern Light 
Theatre at 429-3110.

JEWELLERY
An exhibition of hand-made jewellery will be on display at Le 
Belle Arti, 12711 St. Albert Trail, until Jan. 22. The artist is Lilian 
Lipschitz from Uruguay.

rform
op
end

evening, written and performed 
with equal intensity.

Pete White, a native of New 
Denver, B.C. now living in Ed-

notes or even a short pause 
would allow his audience to 
grasp the feeling of a song, Hann 
would drown the mood he had

Is a

monton writes lyrics for Paul 
Hann’s music. They met at just created. 
Woodwards' food floor and have To those who haven’t been
remained together since. Indeed, down to the Hovel, lately, it has 
the lyrics of Hann’s music were expanded. A wall has been taken 
one of the treats of his perfor-

Admission is free and

out and the seating capacity 
doubled. This expansion has 

In spite of his easy-going given the Hovel adequate dan- 
stage manner, Hann is an ac- cing space for some good old 
complished musician. He plays time hoe-downing when the need 
both mandolin and six-string arises.

mance.
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ESO 25th Celebration from page 12 : i 1 5 ! n: !

MEEDS 
fDIENDS1

Ih
played — the separate string composer, conductor, orch.) or narration, usually accompanied 
ions playing with great in a three-LP set which includes by Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf,
nth, the clarinet and oboe several other concerti. The and as such makes a great
iageswithconsiderableclari- Britten Serenade is available on introduction to classical music 
[hepercussion variation (the London's budget Ace of for children (or anyone).
! was also in good hands. Diamonds label with Peter Pears 
Jtookthe fugue quite fast, so and the legendary Dennis Brain, ducts an excellent version on 
the tune could not be clearly Though recorded in the Fifties it Angel, and Sean Connery
wned. This undermines the has quite good sound, and in- narrates while Antal Dorati con
formation of the melee eludes Britten’s Piano Diver- ducts on London Phase Four,
in the Purcelll tune sions. Pears has a later version which has spectacular sound,
nphantly returns. (Britten, on with Barry Tuckwell, with better Without narration there is 
Wording, takes it that fast or sound, but his voice is no longer Britten’s version (London), or
'faster, which gives it sane- in as good condition. The Young Sargent and the BBC on Angel’s
: but I still object.) Persons Guide is available with budget label Seraphim.
N finale, as a friend 
Ned, was a celebration of 
l°y of making music together, 
the audience gave a standing 
il0n' not just for the perfor
ce but for the idea of the ESO 
:!he joy it is capable of 
9ln9 to Edmonton.
'ORDINGS: The Stamitz is 
Performed by Frank Glazer 
Turnabout record (a budget 
m which includes Stamitz’s 
e Concerto. The Mozart is 
eble in a great perfaormance 
Ceorge Szell and the 

'eland Orchestra. Soloists 
oafael Druian and Abraham 
7ck, who
|estra's first chairs under 
:Jt is available on a single 

biadisc with Judith Raskin 
9 Exultate Jubilate (same

ir J

i

Previn narrates and con-

:
i

: ;
Presented by

ALBERTA CONTEMPORARY 
DANCE THEATRE
featuring guest |#"| i -, 
artists Carol & Ernst 
Eder ofTOURNBiiOlr

X
: \

V,Earn $3 an hour 
for sitting on 

your B
Poll Staff required for 
General Election

SUB. THEATRE
University of Alberta

/A

JANUARY 
8 & 29 
:00 P.M.

u
x.xx\V 1 A■ OB

U :

1 available uf all / \
Wcxxlwutxl's Stores, life Colkicuni, •->
Bonnie I)<x)n Box Office, Mikes Ticket Ofil<5c7
unci S.V. Box Office on the IILJB. Mull \ _

ticwA&loo

Sjxmsorvd bv S.U. with the 
assistance of Alberta < Triune

— - - ~~ -  i»-..*.fare- ___ _
^7were that 8

Inquiries at SU General Office
■ v
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Bears pull away from pack
tby Darrell Semenuk sixth goal of the year.

The first yearplayerwh 
the Edmonton juvenile |eao 
scoring last year has had, 
hard luck around the net, 
the year but has popped"
in his last 4 games, includini
game winners.

"It’s my New Year’s re 
tion to start to

Alberta 3 UBC 2
Alberta 6 UBC 4
One team just dropped out of 

the race. And when the race only 
involves two teams that leaves it 
pretty lonely at the top.

The University of Alberta 
Golden Bears put 6 points 
between themselves and the 
UBC Thunderbirds by sweeping 
a pair of games at Varsity arena 
over the weekend. The Bears 
upped their record to 10-2 while 
UBC holds down second spot 
with a log of 7-5* 

e Despite winning their last 7 
league games including all 4 in 
1977 coach Clare Drake doesn’t 
feel top spot is a sure thing, at 
least not yet.

“I’m not conceding first 
place to ourselves yet. If we can 
win 4 games from Saskatchewan 
we should be okay ... We’re in a 
really good position. Let’s face it 
were 10-2.”

The Bears took a narrow 3-2 
verdict on Friday night, one of a 
host of close decisions the 
T’birds have dropped in this 
building. UBC Coach Bert 
Halliwell knows the story well.

“We’ve been in this rink for 
the last two years and lost a lot of 
games like this. It’s really tough 
on the guys."

The Sears led 1-0 after the 
first period on a power play goal 
by rookie John Devaney with 
league penalty leader Tom 
Blaney serving a two minute 
sentence.

The two teams traded goals

ei

♦*
: XV score," $

Devaney after the game 
puck’s starting to g0 j„ 
confidence more than a™ 
Our line f

X IA'
WM

fX (Hindma 
Sosnowski) is starting toC| 

Ted Olson added hisse 
goal and third point in as 
games to up the lead to6-2b 
UBC came back in the latte 
of the period with 2 
Derek Williams.

mc
goa

1 ■>w A dejected Bert Haiti 
offered few words after thet 
test. "We didn’t have it tonj 
They played very well. I thinl 
were a little tired from lastnii 

On the opposite side ol 
rink coach Drake was pi® 
with the total effort of hisdu 
think we were a little j 
determined to play 3 periods 
slacked off a little in the thi 
think we were a little tired in 
third period because wepla 
so hard in the first 50 minuli 

The Bears outshot UBC 
19 in the game while the 
teams split the 20 minors eve 

Bear Bits: Bruce Rolin 
fered stretched ligaments 
Saturday’s game and willhavs 
leg in a cast for 2-3 weeksbu 
surgery was necessary, ft 
play 8 of their last 12 games 
the road.

Iit
i

"y

1
if?

if

_________________________  <GM*
John Devaney (right) led the Bears to two wins over UBC by firing three goals in the weekend series,

photo Don Truckeyincluding this one in Friday’s game.

power play, while defenceman 
UBC made things close Don Spring scored his first goal

in the second despite the 18-9 Hindmarch relayed to Ofrim. 
margin in shots in favour of UBC.
Peter Moyls beat Jack Cummings when Jim Stuart stole the puck of the year to give the club a one 
with a hard slapshot just inside and waltzed in alone to score at goal margin heading into the 
the blue line but Dave Breakwell 18:07. The Bears held the T’Birds second.

Stuart tied things with 
another power play goal for UBC 
but the Bears broke the game 
open with 3 goals in a 4 minute 
span. Randy Gregg notched the 
first on a hard wrist shot from 40 
feet. Darrel Zaparniuk tallied 33 

Devaney scored his first of seconds later, while Devaney 
two markers at 12:54 on the continued his hot hand with his

gave Alberta its lead back when to only 1 shot after that to 
he banged in a loose rebound in preserve the win. 
front of T’Bird goaltender Ron 
Lefebvre.

in Saturday's game UBC 
went ahead early on a goal by Bill 

Jim Ofrim made it 3-1 in the Ennos while the T'Birds enjoyed 
third after some strong work by a man advantage.
Kevin Primeau behind the net 
freed a loose puck that Dave

Bears, Pandas continue sizzling pace
Amanda Holloway again 

the Pandas' scoring will) 
points with Lori Chizikaddini 
Debbie Yanota played a sti 
game for the Pronghorne 
scoring 16 points.

On Saturday night, theP 
das again forced numerous 
novers but shot poorly again 
zone (36% in the first half)th 
times brought the Pandaoffe 
almost to a dead stop.

The Pandas wereonlyalt 
by 6 points at the half buta 
put an offensive spurt togeth 
the first ten minutes of the 
outscoring Lethbridge 181 
These points were primarily 
result of Lethbridge turnove 
mid court.

Faith Rostad played 
coming off the bench scoria 
points. Amanda Holloway, 
was slowed down by foultroi 
again led the Pandas will 
points. Kathy Webber and 
Chizik added 10 points apie

points with Keith Smith, Doug 
Lucas, and Steve Panteluk scor
ing 16, 14 and 13 points respec
tively.

Lethbridge to turnover the ball 30 
times. At times Lethbridge could 

The University of Alberta not even bring the ball past 
Pandas continued their winning center, giving the Pandas plenty

“Lethbridge picked up where ways last weekend downing the of fast-break opportunities, 
they left off Friday night," said University of Lethbridge 
assistant Coach Brent Foster, Pronghornettes 80 to 41 Friday saw the Pronghornettes attempt
which best summed up the night and 65 to 35 Saturday night, to make it interesting, outscoring 
spirited Pronghorns perfor
mance Saturday night.

The much younger with Lethbridge, streaking to a comeback 
Lethbridge team dominated the 48-20 halftime lead. The Pandas though, as the Pandas came alive 
Bears on the inside but the Bears utilized their full court press to its in the last ten minutes outscoring 
still managed a seven point lead fullest advantage causing their rivals 28 to 9. 
at the half. This lead would have 
surely been greater but the Bears 
missed many 10 foot shots they 
would normally have caged.

As in the women’s games, 
the officiating again took its toll 
as Pat Rooney got into foul 
trouble early, for the second 
night in a row. The Bears could 
not buy an offensive foul under 
their own basket yet anytime the F *
Bears had possession of the ball 
and contact was made the call 
often went against the Bears.

In the second half the Bears

by Robert Lawrie
by Robert Lawrie

The University of Alberta 
suffered through southern 
hospitality but still managed to 
defeat the University of 
Lethbridge Pronghorns this 
weekend 88-72 and 72-69. Up 
against bus breakdowns, messed 
up hotel reservations, and the 
infamous Lethbridge officials the 
Bears remained calm and came 
away with two wins that further 
strengthened their hold on first 
place.

The start of the second half

On Friday night the Pandas the Pandas 12 to 2 in the first ten 
appeared to have little trouble minutes. The Pronghornettes'

was short lived

A
:v

The first half of Friday night’s 
game saw the Bears blow 
Lethbridge off the floor taking a 
49 to 23 lead. The Bears fast-

-............k *i
*

mm
break offense was in high gear as 
they consistently beat the 
Pronghorns down the floor for 
uncontested jump shots and lay
ups. The Pronghorns were vic
tims not only of the Bears’ 
running game but also of a 
terrible shooting percentage 
(23%).

■
là a:r ♦ ** ■ /

The officiating for 
games was not only incompf 
but clearly biased.

Coach Shogan was pie: 
with the composure her t 
showed under the adverse* 
ditions caused by the official 

They remained cool » 
numerous fouls against 

overlooked, some bor

A-. . s:|Xj
came out in a 1-2-2 zone defense 8 
in hopes of shutting off the p 
Pronghorns from the inside. L 
Lethbridge’s Joey Shackelford ■ 
found the range from the outside 
however, and a see-saw battle If 
continued until 17:48 when Doug 
Baker’s basket put the Bears up 
by 8

In the second half the 
momentum abruptly shifted in 
favor of the Pronghorns, who 
started to hit their shots from the 
floor and rebounded with the 
Bears. The officials seemed to 
close their eyes to any contact 
underneath the Lethbridge 
basket and when they made calls 
they were usually questionable 
offensive fouls against the Bears, 
notably Pat Rooney (who even
tually fouled out).

Coach Gary Smith however, 
noted that "we were able to get 
some easy baskets that slowed 
their momentum down."

Brent Patterson played his 
usual strong floor game scoring 
14 points and adding an im
pressive 16 assists. Doug Baker 
led Bears scorers dropping In 25

ill Im m
>08 v

-—

IS

were
ing on excessive roughnes 
Amanda Holloway and Co 
Elder will testify.

“We are happy to just ge 
of here with 2 wins," sit 
Shogan who was visibly relii 
after the second game.

The Pandas now nav 
stranglehold on second plaC 
the West and short of acomp 
breakdown seem to be des1 
for the National Finals at Cal!

m
Steve Panteluk showed 

flashes of his second team All 
Canadian form of two years ago, 
rebounding strongly and scoring 
11 points. Doug Baker dropped 
19 with Brent Patterson and Keith 
Smith scoring 14 and 10 points 
respectively.

Rebounds: Mark Jorgenson 
stayed at home nursing a bad 
back. Mike Abercrombie 
celebrated his 20th birthday but 
failed to match his previous 
birthday output of 35 points.

< ,
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Alberta’s Brent Patterson and Lethbridge’s Jim Duxbury set their

photo Gail Amort in March.sights on something ominous.
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restlers stage 
arathon meet

m

i

m
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ms

marked the eventSaturday
L century for Alberta wrestl- ■ 

enthusiasts. 140 wrestlers 
Lmed into the East gym- 1 
Lm to wrestle over 250 bouts ■
[Ween 10:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. jL-r " 
iy matches were brutal with 
la's Olympic contenders „
Ljng off agsinst grade 12

"iibllWi

M

rn

Pi
r

Ssiii i-:

fuis. Syytien the dust had cleared it 
■between the Lakehead club 
^ Thunder Bay and the || 
jden Bears for top team H 
lours- The 150 pound weight |j 
iS would be the deciding 
tor. Egon Beiler, gold 
jgllist in the Commonwealth 
I pan American Games 
iained undefeated with six trailing closely behind with 48.
5 His final match was against 
Bears’ Steve Tisberger who in Olympic team member, Steve 
i matches had pinned Danair to the Lakehead universi- 
lyone in the first round.
The classic confrontation for to 64 points, 
gold between these two was The outstanding grappler of 
ing into the fight of the day. the tournament went for the 

h only thirty seconds to go in second year in a row to Alberta’s 
first round Steve collapsed in Russ Pawlyk who was a one man

ass

mm ■ w ml.
*5 iiiliœi ITI

The 10 hour stretch of wrestling action proved too tiresome for 
many, including the wrestlers. photo Brian Gavriloffl

Strong performances were I 
The addition of non-student, turned in by Fon Chu, third at 1

t j

VJ1
118, Kim Vanderlinde, fourth at
150, Earl Binder and David Vos ...... 4
... , _.. .. . . Wah-king Ng lost the overall title to Panda team-mate Peggy
4th and 5th respectively at 190 Downtown by three-tenths of a point, but the two led the team to victory
and John Fedorus 5th in the 109 over UBC in a dual meet. photo Bo Hrynyshyn
lb. weight class.

With 16 teams partaking in 
the tournament, Saturday was 

with a badly dislocated wrecking crew in the 142 pound the best thing to happen for
wrestling in Alberta for many On Saturday, January 15, the hope to meet the ultimate

Panda Gymnastics Team challenge which is to take all six
On Friday night the Bears defeated UBC 108.00 to 70.10 team positions for the C.I.A.U.-

points. The lead was so great that C.W.I.A.U. National Inter-
Purych (118) who easily sity of Saskatchewan by taking 8 it was as if they had competed an collegiate Championships, a feat

Asa result of this match the dominated their weight classes of 11 matches. The Bears will extra event. Top performer all- never done before. Ms.Hartley is
ehead club went on to win with more finesse than they have compete in a Regina meet next around was second year Panda, optimistic because of the depth
154 points with the Bears ever shown before. weekend. Peggy Downton with 29.80 of the team this year.

points, followed closely by Junior Varsity member, Lauri 
veteran Wah-king Ng only 3/1 Oof Girling, coached by Pam Gilver-
a point away. The two girls have son, was added to the Panda
been this close all season in roster this weekend to fill in for
training and will continue to absent Panda's Janice Dexerand
strive for top position in the Jayne Welch.
Canada West Conference Meet at The Bears were edged out

169.10 to 154.70 by UBC despite 
Tjjj Only one UBC girl managed to the Bears’ James Hamilton cap-

squeak into respectable position turing the individual title with
— Cara Le Neal placed 5th 36.05 points. UBC had finishers
overall. The whole Panda team in the other 5 places. The Bears
placed in the top six all around: competed without Gord Os-
Joni Dromisky,3rd;Thea Mackay borne, the Alberta senior men’s
4th; and Liz Bureaud 6th. Coach- champ. Ian Soles of the U of A
ed by Sandra Hartley, the girls finished 6th.

ty team bolstered theirfinal score

Alta, gymnasts cop titles
older. Although Coach Barry weight class.
laged to slip it back into the Outstanding performances years, 
ket the match had to be were put in by veterans Pierre 
lulled with Steve settling for Pomerleau (158) and Glenn took a dual meet from the Univer- 
silver medal.

p;'
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UBC on Feb. 20.
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Golden Bear Russ Pawlyk (top) was named the outstanding wrestler at the Golden Bear Freestyle 

Wrestling Classic held on Saturday. photo Brian Gavriloff

US!' 7# mw,

Sat. Jan. 22 Cabaret
ki team crisp

with SHOTGUNI In crisp -20 C weather, the U 
Nordic Ski Team scored well 

the Devon Open Cham- 
hship Cross-Country Tourna
it on Saturday, January 15. 
pskiers took five of the first 
Places in the Senior Men ’’B" 
F race. Tony Lambert skied a 
N race in 48:59 to win the 
nt by 3:15.
Entered in the Senior 

Nn 10 km event were four 
F>ers of the Canadian 
t'onaI Team,
Imbers of a touring Norwegian 
ptingent, Annette Boe and 
■6 Peickle. Against these 

international competitors, 
lPanda skiers did very well. 
in Osness placed seventh with 
llme of 50:58, Cherly French 
5tenth in 59:35, and Jean Watt 
stwelfth in 1:02:29. 

the Nordic Ski Team will be 
COnipetition again on Wednes- 
Uanuary 19, at 7:30 p.m. in 
■Edmonton International Race 
06held at the Connors Hill Ski 
®a(96Street/96 Avenue). Also 
ere(t in this event are the 
lûadian National Team and the 
Jnn9 Norwegian contingent.

Sports Quiz
Doors open - 8:00 

Beer sales dancing 8:30
Tickets 12.00 advance 

$2.50 at the door

1. Who were the inaugural winners of the WHA Avco Cup? (2pts)
2. The WHA record for most goals by one line in one season is held by 
the Hull, Hedberg, Nilsson trio in 1974-75 when they totalled a) 141 b) 
156 c) 162 d) 169 (3pts)
3. That same line had a total of how many shots on goal that season? a) 
531 b) 684 c) 771 d) 803 e) 974 (3pts)
4. Which CFL player led the league in touchdowns in 1975? a) Willie 
Surdon b) Johnny Rodgers c) Art Green d) George Reed (3pts)
5. How many times did Bobby Jones win the U.S. Amateur golf title? a) 
2 b) 3 c) 4 d) 5 (2pts)
6. Red Auerbach has a total of 938 career coaching victories, the most 
in the NBA. The 2nd leading total belongs to a man who has won more 
than 475 games. Is it a) Dick Motta b) Bill Sharman c) Larry Costello d) 
Red Holzman (3pts)
7. Which CFL team had the highest percentage of passes completed in 
1975? (3pts)
8. Who holds the CFL record for the longest punt? a) Charlie Shepard 
b) Joe Zuger c) Ed Ulmer d) Dave Mann (3pts)
9. Match the college that these CFL players attended. (5pts)

a) Anthony Davis
b) Ken Clark
c) Tom Campana
d) Stu Lang
e) Ray Nettles

10.4 NBA players have scored over 1,000 points in each of 13 seasons. 
Name three of them (3pts)

Sponsored by SU Special Events 
UAH Nurses

and two

at ratt
■

Sat. Jan. 22

Hot Cottage
9-121) Ohio State

2) St. Marys
3) Tennessee
4) USC
5) Queens

Admission $1.00 at the door

Have a good week!I J
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Quick, professional typing. Call Graduation Portraits, see our display Country retreat. 6 completely!. 
Margriet at 432-3423 (days) or 464- acj page 3. Parker & Garneau Studio. acres near Whitecourt with 5h2 
SMR (evenings! or dropb, Rm.238 pers0|)s w#h ^ 0«=,in,,,.

fishing and hunting close hv 2 
Edgar 436-9820, evgs. 455-47^
For Sale: Hoover washer spin* 
ideal for apartment. Excellent,* 
lion. $100. 476-1708. ,C6i

Lutheran Student Movement vespers, 
9:30 p.m. at the Centre. 11122-86 Ave. 
Week of Prayer for Christian Unity. 
Singing Group 8:00.
Great Expectations with John Mills 
and Valery Hobson 7 p.m. in Tory 
TL11. Admission 75$.

footnotes
Do you want: 12 weeks of Summer Generous remuneratron^Contacîof 
Employment plys 1 'h days a week the Morrish at 432-6225 or 432-6274 
rest of the year? To become a
member of the Canadian Armed Basement suite for rent, new house. 
Forces Reserves as a Militia Officer Call Mike 469-5410. 
through the Reserve Entry Scheme - 
Officer (RESO) in Engineering, In
fantry or Artillery positions. You must 
be a full time University Student, be 
18-23 years of age, be a Canadian 
Citizens, be a male (female positions 
already filled). Interested? Phone 
425-9706, Prince of Wales Armoury,
10440 - 108 Avenue, 2nd Lieutenant 
McLellan.

January 18
The fourth meeting of the 1976-77 
Boreal Circle series is àt 8 p.m. in the
lounge (4th floor, Centre Wing CW ,
410) bio sci. bldg. Speaker Mr Steve FSAC Social to be held at Grad 
Zoltai, Canadian Forestry Service on House, Sask Dr. and 110 St. Admis- 
“Impact of Development on the sion $3 Per person. Wine, beer, free 
Northern Environment." food. 8 p.m.-1 a.m.

January 22

Women catch-upDebating Club important meeting General 
tonight 4 trips to Montreal? Everyone 
welcome rm. 280 7 p.m.
Lutheran Student Movement 
welcomes Brother Donatus of St.
Joseph’s College at 8:30 vespers at 
the Centre, 11122 
celebrating the Week of Prayer for 
Christian Unity.

SYDNEY (ZNS/CUP)— men in sports competition 
Women are gradually catching He notes that women 
up with men in competitive sports not permitted to enter the of
?u"?uTey Too'rTng" 'fo 7n SCiS:; 

Feb. 11 in Dinwoodie from 8:00-1:00. Australian geneticist. ly gaining ground on their!
For more info Rm. 244 SUB. Dr. K.F. Dyer says a study of counterparts ever since ^
YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS SNOW!! male and female athletic perfor- Women’s times trail 
Yesterday's snow report - 36 inch mances in 15 countries indicates only six to 10 per cent ana
degrees'™snowing he^vMy cTme to thf* la^ of sports opportunities, trend continues the two 
Big Sky Montana with the U of A Ski rather than physical differences, could soon be equally a 
Club. Feb. 26 to March 6. On-hill have kept women lagging behind petitive in sports, says Dvsr°
condo’s have open fireplaces, yer'
kitchen units with dishwashers etc. 5 
days lifts, all transportation, parties.
Downhillers $150, x-country skiers 
$110.

Full team signups for university 
curling playdowns (Jan. 28-30) at 
Games Desk SUB.
The U of A Ski Club is presenting 
another Magical Mystery Tour. Bus 
leaves at 3:00 p.m. Jan. 21. Tickets 
and more info at rm. 244 SUB. 
Members $6 - Nm members $7.
The Students’ Union Housing

86 Ave.

National Film Theatre/Edmonton.
Csillagosok/The Red and the White 
(Hungary 1967). Central Library Registry operates on a part-time 
Theatre, 8 p.m. basis during the winter months.

Listings are posted on the 2nd floor 
SUB outside the General Office and 
at Lister Hall. If you have accom
modation available, please phone 
432-4212.

men’s

January 19
One Way-Agape. George Nelson, 
Edmonton businessman, will be our 
guest speaker. 5 p.m. SUB Meditation 
Room. Fee Payment 

Deadline
Student Help is looking for 
volunteers — if you're interested drop 
in to room 250 SUB or phone 432- 
4266.

Baptist Student Union focus:
Marriage - part I. With Mr. Milt Hicks 
as our guest speaker, 4:0 meditation 
room. SUB.
University Yoga Fitness Centre will 
organize a basic Hatha Yoga course 
for 16-36 years of age. Classes on 
Wednesday evenings in Tory begin- Found: one set of car keys for GM Car 
ning Jan. 19: registration is Jan. 12. and 3 others by meters East of SUB. 
Further info, Dr. Dhanaraj at 462- Phone Gary 466-7550 after 6.
3364, evenings.

Gadfly operations I meets Weds. 19 at 
5 o'clock room 224. P.R.
1972 Mini 1976 Datsun B210 434- 
3701 Weeknights or weekends. Low 
mileage.
Would the person who lifted my coat 
from the 5th floor chem. Eng. bldg, 
please return. No questions asked. 
Phone 439-9796.
Interested in Co-op living?nergen 
Continuing Housing Co-op has 
openings for prospective members. 
Units to be completed in late 1977. 
For further information call 476-1708, 
6-9 p.m.
Would the person responsible for the 
disappearance of my tan Mexican 
purse from apt. in HUB, please 
contact me and tell me where I can 
retrieve my ID. Avrel 439-2515, 439- 
5275.

CKSR Authoritarian Newsisenlisting 
university students. Contact P.R. 
Lockehart rm. 224 SUB. JANUARY 17, 1977

University regulations provide that the Iasi 
day for payment of the second instalment of 
fees and for payment of fees for Second Term 
only registrants is January 17,1977. A penalty of 
$15.00 will be charged on any payment made or 
postmarked after that date.

The regulations further state that should 
payment not be made by January 31 st, registra
tion will be subject to cancellation.

Fees are payable at the Office of the 
Comptroller, 3rd floor, Administration Building, 
or by mail addressed to the Fees Division, Office 
of the Comptroller, The University of Alberta,

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

January 20
Solar Energy Society of Canada 
special lecture and seminar by Dr. A. 
Hildebrand, director of solar energy 
lab, U of Houston. 2 p.m. P126 
Physics Bldg.
AIESEC.

classifieds
Classifieds are 10C per word, per 
insertion, for minimum of $1.00 Must 
be PREPAID. RM. 238 SUB.General Meeting.

Nominations for 1977 President will 
be held. All prospective members are Hayrides and sleighrides between 
encouraged to attend. CAB 349.3:30 Edmonton and Sherwood Park. Ph.

464-0234 evenings, 8-11 p.m.p.m.
Henri's Steno Service. Thesis, 
reports, papers. 424-5858.
Will do typing 55$/page call 435- 
4557.
Campus Women. There have been 
numerous sexual assaults on women 
travelling from campus late at night. If 
possible - travel in pairs and vary your 
route home.

The Indo-Canadian society presents 
"Fashions of India" at 8 p.m. in the 
Centennial Library Theatre. $2.50 
adults, $1 students, senior citizens.

U of A Ski Club, Rm. 244 SUB is 
presently accepting fun loving skiers 
for its trip to Panorama January 29. 
30. Includes all transportation, lifts, 

PCYF. 7:30 p.m. Rm. 280 SUB. accomodation at the Radium Hot 
General meeting followed by a short Springs Lodge, Dinner and dance on 
talk on the foreign student fee in- Saturday evening and Ski race and 
crease. Issue given by Len Zoeteman. party on Sunday. Full price - $65 00 
Discussion. All welcome. Hurry!
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...this second semester extravaganza, 

featuring all the Gateway editors dressed in 
their finest and serving the coldest of liquid 
refreshments, will begin Thursday Jan. 20 at 
7 p.m. — on the dot — in the Gateway offices, 
Room 282, SUB.

Writers, reviewers, photographers, copy 
editors, graphics artists, lay-out per
sonnel..come one, come all to the famed, 
much-acclaimed

ask for help! Come and pity them! Don’t be 
shy to scoff and mock the people who 
produce your student newspaper — join in 
with their merry-making and become a part 
of student media.

The more energetic citizens of our fair 
campus should drop by the offices early and 
fill out your application for next year’s 
Gateway editor. There’s fun galore as 
student editor! No work — and all the fame 
you can take! And nominations close Feb.

kill-or-be-maimed
Gateway Rookie Night! Style guides will be 
distributed, editors will give out ranting 
propoganda about their departments, a tour 
of the offices will be conducted, and, again, 
refreshments will be served.

You’ll see a desperate plea for help from 
every department in the paper. Tears will 
come to the eyes of Gateway staffers as they

4...

Come one, come all — to the Gateway 
Rookie Night, Thursday, Jan. 20, at 7 p.m. in 
Room 282, SUB. Bring a friend. And 
remember — pick up your editorial nomina
tion forms, today!!

i

Thursday 7 p.m., Room 282, SUB
■:_____________


